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Disclaimer
The comments, articles, stories, letters and information
contained in this magazine are the personal opinions of
the writers and are not—and are not to be construed to
be—ofﬁcial policy or commentary of the Malibu-Mirage
Owners and Pilots Association.
Neither the Association nor its directors, ofﬁcers nor the
publisher give any ofﬁcial sanction to any articles, stories,
letters or information contained herein.
THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE
AND PROPER OPERATION OF HIS/HER AIRCRAFT AND IT
IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND TO
OPERATE THAT AIRCRAFT IN COMPLIANCE WITH THAT
AIRCRAFT’S PILOT’S OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.
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Letter from the Editor
by Jeff Schweitzer

Au Groton

I spill no secrets by politely noting
that Groton, Connecticut, does not
have the renown of New York or
Las Vegas. In fact I suspect that
some among us may not even
be able to locate Connecticut, let
alone a city within the state, on
one of those blank maps used to
torture grade school students. So
why did MMOPA select this global
hotspot to host our annual convention?
Has the Board gone rogue? No, I am
pleased to report that the choice is in fact
inspired. In this issue we are fortunate to
have a writer of international fame (yeah,
well it could happen) describe all that awaits
you at the annual gathering of the MMOPA
membership. The resort hosting the meeting,
Mohegan Sun, is breathtaking. And Mystic,
Connecticut, near our convention, does not
get any more New England, in all of its quaint
colonial glory. The region is spectacular. Mark
your calendars now for September 14-18. I
anticipate that some west coast members
will bleat on about the distance, but all I can
say is “Palm Springs.” Your airplane has
wings; use them accordingly. Last year we
broke our attendance record for members
at the convention. This year let us do even
better and make this a record-breaking year
for aircraft arrivals as well.

New Addition

We are proud to welcome a new column
as a regular feature to the magazine with
a focus on initial and recurrent simulator
training in the Malibu, Mirage and Meridian.
Gary Burdsall of SimCom International has
graciously volunteered to take responsibility
for the column, which will in each issue
examine a particular theme about PA-46
training. While all aspects of training are fair
game, the emphasis will be on emergencies.
Examples might include handling an engine
failure shortly after takeoff, shooting an ILS
with a dead power plant, reacting to a ﬁre
or dealing with a sudden decompression,
to name just a few potential themes. Safety
has always been the foundation of MMOPA,
and this new feature will further advance our
commitment to make MMOPA members the
safest general aviation pilots in the sky. I also
view the new column as a perfect complement
to the MMOPA Safety and Training Seminars.
My hope is that after reading about hairraising emergencies, and how to respond to
them, you will all be motivated to go out and
sign up for supplemental training at the next
safety foundation seminar. Tell them I sent
you. Maybe I’ll get a referral fee.

Speaking of simulators, we have had a
number of members ask us about their use
for training non-pilot passengers. In response,
Flight Safety International has put together
a conﬁdence building course in Lakeland,
Florida for signiﬁcant others. Notice that I
am tiptoeing around the term “pinch-hitter”
course. I do so because I am fearful of AOPA’s
awesome legal department, which now
stays up nights jealously guarding against
any unauthorized use of common phrases.
The course teaches a passenger, in case of
incapacitation of the pilot, to assume control
of and make a survival landing in the aircraft.
Contact Daniel Greenhill in Lakeland if you
are interested.

Power of Perseverance

Perhaps my experience is atypical, but piston
engines have given me nothing but heartache
and heartburn, not to mention countless hotel
bills from forced stays overnight. Typically,
the failures have not happened at garden
spots with luxury accommodations nearby.
Fleas would be ashamed to stay in some of
these places.
In the past ﬁve years, in addition to being
forced to sleep in suspicious circumstances,
I have replaced my engine piece by piece
through multiple failures of alternators,
vacuum pumps, turbochargers, exhaust pipes,
pistons, bearings, rings, rods, oil sumps, air/
oil separators, harnesses, TIT probes, CHT
gauges, and of course, the engine mount.
After 2500 hours of driving pistons, I have
decided to move to a turbine.
At the MMOPA meeting in Palm Springs, I
was ﬁnally convinced to make the move after
hearing Michael Spearman describe the new
Maxima Propjet conversion. A special price
was offered to those willing to commit at
the convention, when the conversion was
cont. page 8
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Letter From the Editor
(continued)

still at an early and largely untested stage
of development. A turbine had always been
just out of reach ﬁnancially for me, but this
introductory offer allowed me to make the
move. So I took the pre-STC plunge. Simply
put, for me the lower price was worth the risk
that the STC might not materialize.
Maxima is offering three options: the
Garrett TPE331-10, either new or zero-time
remanufactured, or a new Garrett TPE331-5.
Relative to performance, the Garrett-10 is
roughly equivalent to the Pratt & Whitney PT635, while the Garrett-5 is similar to the PT6-34.
I have opted for the zero-time remanufactured
dash-10, which is considerably less expensive
than its factory-new counterpart. All of these
engines have demonstrated incredible
reliability in the ﬁeld, but they bring different
engineering philosophies to the table. The
PT6s are free turbines, while the Garretts
are geared engines that are obnoxiously
loud on the ground. Like everything else
in aviation, each design philosophy has its
proponents and critics, none of whom are
particularly shy.
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Do I endorse the Maxima conversion over the
JetProp, or recommend it over a Meridian?
Absolutely not. The ugly truth is that if dollars
were not a constraint, I would buy a TBM 700,
which for my mission proﬁle is the best singleengine turboprop in the general aviation ﬂeet.
(Yeah, go ahead and start another stream of
messages on the web forum). And no, that is
not why I featured a TBM on the cover the last
issue. I did that simply because I like taking
abuse. Even right now I would buy a Meridian
in a heartbeat, if only I could. And in fact I
still actively look for a deal that would work
during this time when Maxima is trying to get
the STC. I would have converted to a JetProp
years ago if I had the ﬁnancial wherewithal.
This choice happens to work best for me. Now
can’t we all just get along?
With Maxima on the scene, the PA-46 now has
three turbine options, and that diversity and
competition can only be good for MMOPA
members. Most of us, being frail and insecure,
want to believe that whatever machine we
bought is superior, and that the competition
has little good to offer. But get real: you would

be hard pressed to ﬁnd any pilot unhappy with
any of these machines. A turbine-powered
PA-46 is an awesome thing to behold, and
everything else is a detail. At least that is the
perspective of anybody coming off a piston.
Particularly my piston.
In the next few issues I intend to chronicle
my odyssey from piston to turbine in the
egotistical belief that my experience will be
generally interesting to most pilots regardless
of power plant persuasion. After all, what
could me more interesting than me? But
let me say it one more time: I do not in any
way endorse the Maxima conversion over
any other PA-46 turboprop. I will simply be
describing my personal experience. Unless I
buy a Meridian or convert to a JetProp, and
then I’ll tell that story.
Finally, as we beat this dead horsepower to
a pulp, let me reassure piston drivers that
you will not be abandoned in the magazine.
I know from where I come, and pistons
cont. page 36

Piper Perspective:

The View from Vero Beach
New Glass for The Meridian
by Chuck Suma

Chuck Suma
President
The New Piper Aircraft, Inc.

the Piper 6XT. We signiﬁcantly increased the
useful load of the Piper Meridian by adding
vortex generators. And we brought advanced
glass avionics to our PA-32 family of aircraft,
including the Saratoga HP, the Saratoga TC,
the Piper 6X and the Piper 6XT, as well as
to our PA-28s, the Piper Warrior, Archer and
Arrow.
As I write this column today, we are taking
another major step in that direction by adding
the FlightMax Entegra Integrated Flight
Deck as standard equipment on our ﬂagship
aircraft, the Piper Meridian. Deployment of
the Entegra system in the Meridian, coupled
with our earlier avionics implementation,
gives Piper the most extensive application of
advanced glass avionics in General Aviation
today. Our strategy of integrating advanced
glass avionics throughout the model line is
an index of Piper’s commitment to bringing
the latest technological improvements and
innovations to our customers.

This has been one heck of a year. Since I last
saw most of you, we have been through one
of the toughest times in recent Piper memory,
and I am here to tell you that as rough a
business as they say General Aviation is, this
year was indeed rougher still.
But I am also here to tell you that not only did
we make it through, we are stronger than ever.
And we have the generosity and support from
our friends and loyal customers, like all of you
at MMOPA, to thank for much of that. It went a
long way to helping us get through what was
easily the worst natural disaster ever to have
hit Vero Beach.
The good news to date is that we are at full
production of aircraft and service parts, and
we have brought back approximately 900
people out of a total workforce of about 1,000.
And we’re still hiring.
A little more than three years ago, despite a
very tough economy, and an even tougher
aviation marketplace, we announced our
intention to bring new products and/or
product innovations to market every year.
Since then, we have, among other things,
designed and developed the Piper 6X and

The evolution of advanced glass avionics
on the Meridian is a perfect example of how
we’ve taken one of general aviation’s ﬁnest
aircraft and made it even better. The FlightMax
Entegra system, designed and manufactured
by the Avidyne Corporation of Lincoln, MA,
takes the Piper Meridian to a new level of
quality and sophistication. It simpliﬁes the
pilot’s workload and provides the tools that
deliver total situational awareness on an
integrated display.
The FlightMax Entegra system for the
Meridian consists of three 10.4-inch diagonal,
high-resolution, sunlight-readable displays,
including dual redundant EXP5000 primary
ﬂight displays (PFDs) with dual integrated
solid-state ADAHRS, primary engine
instruments and ﬂight director. The EX5000
PFD presents standard ﬂight instrumentation,
including an electronic attitude direction
indicator (EADI), altitude, airspeed, and
vertical speed, coupled with an electronic
horizontal situation indicator (EHSI).
Cross-comparators for the PFDs constantly
monitor both displays and ADAHRS and
provide visual alerting in the event of any
discrepancy. Each PFD is driven by its own
independent ADAHRS, though a single
ADAHRS may drive both displays for failover
operation. A “Pilot Priority” switch also allows
the pilot to prevent input from the co-pilot’s
PFD when a non-pilot occupies the right seat.
The PFDs in the Meridian can present both

standard flight instrumentation and pilotselectable moving-map ﬂight plan data and a
RMI pointer in the primary ﬁeld of view.
The EX5000 multi-function display (MFD)
is installed in the center of the panel in the
Meridian and provides a large, full-featured
moving map with optional Stormscope, and
the Skywatch trafﬁc advisory service and
Terrain Awareness and Warning System
(TAWS) display. The MFD also comes
standard with the ﬁrst implementation of the
EMax™ Engine Instrumentation system for
a turbine engine. Primary engine instrument
capability displays and monitors torque,
interstage turbine temperature (ITT), fuel ﬂow
and total fuel on the PFD. A fuel totalizer is
standard on the MFD, showing fuel flow,
fuel used, fuel remaining, time remaining
(endurance) and economy in NMPG. Options
include Avidyne’s exclusive MultiLink™
datalink graphical weather featuring XM
WX Satellite Weather, flight tracking and
two-way air-to-ground text messaging, and
CMax™ Jeppesen JeppView® electronic
chart display.
In addition to torque and ITT, the Entegra
system also displays and monitors propeller
RPM (Np), gas generator speed (Ng),
oil temperature, oil pressure, outside air
temperature (OAT), and electrical system
performance. The system also provides
data-logging capability of critical engine
performance parameters, which are
downloadable via the MFD data port into a
standard spreadsheet format for electronic
trend monitoring
From the time the Meridian came to market,
we have been committed to making regular
improvements to what is generally recognized
as one of the best aircraft in production
today. We have increased its gross weight
capacity, enhanced the interior for more
head-room and leg-room in the cockpit,
upgraded the autopilot and battery systems,
and redesigned the fuel systems to allow
more flexible operations in cold-weather,
among other product enhancements. Now,
by upgrading the Meridian’s avionics with
the FlightMax Entegra Integrated Flight
Deck, we are taking this exceptional aircraft
to a new level of safety and value. The
Entegra System is user-friendly and intuitive,
while providing powerful capabilities and
exceptional functionality, and we are proud
to make it another feature in Piper’s, and
MMOPA’s, lineup.
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Note from the President
by Doug Leet

Cars in the Sky

Douglas Leet
Douglas Leet studied at Michigan
State University and received his
M.D. degree from The University of
Chicago. Internship, residency and
fellowship in General Surgery and
Urology followed in Chapel Hill, at
The University of North Carolina.
He practices Urology in Raleigh,
specializing in pediatric and
microsurgery, female urology and
oncology. Flying was always just a
dream until 1978, when he began
early morning lessons before work
during his fellowship in general
surgery. Thirty days later, with
nearly continuous ground school,
he had his private certiﬁcate. Doug
bought a 1964 Mooney M20E
shortly thereafter and obtained
his instrument ticket in 1980. The
M20E was sold for an M20K(turbo),
and ﬁnally the ultimate ﬂying
machine, his 1984 Malibu. Doug’s
ﬂying experiences expand across
all of North America and into the
Southern Caribbean.

As I was reading an aviation magazine last
month I came upon an interesting article
describing a service similar to AAA for ﬂying.
The purpose of the article was not to promote
the idea. In fact, the author was surprised
anyone would ﬁnd this service useful because
the “insurance policy” provided for no
mechanical services. Rather the policy is
apparently designed to ﬁnd someone to help
with repairs and to ﬁnd parts for an “aircraft on
the ground.” The author went on to ask how
and why this service was started.
Exploring further, the author called the
owner and was told that he started this new
service company after positive feedback from
customers he had previously assisted. The
author was rather skeptical, particularly in
light of the annual charge of $600-$1200. So
he started calling some of the subscribers.
To his surprise, the customers were happy,
and in fact found the service to be a bargain.
One gentleman went on to tell of contacts
that allowed for overnight shipment of speciﬁc
hard-to-ﬁnd parts, as well as technical advice
on how to get the repairs done and referrals
to shops that could do the repair work.

It’s Included

Where am I going with this discussion?
Straight to the MMOPA Hotline, which is
manned 24 hours per day, seven days per
week by our own Kevin Mead. I remember
landing at Ft. Smith, Arkansas, with a hung
right landing gear. I called Kevin on his cell
phone and described the gear problem as the
strut compressed before my eyes. Kevin told
me the serial number of the O-ring, and even
told the young mechanic how to service the
strut. Now that is service. We at MMOPA make
this service available as a member beneﬁt
without extra charge. Just be a member of the
MMOPA and you get the Hotline! And you do
not have to pay an additional $600 to $1200
per year for the privilege.

Board Business

The Board is in the ﬁnal stages of planning
for the convention in Groton, Connecticut.
My partner, Jim Yankaskas, grew up in New
Jersey and for awhile ﬂew commercial in
the northeast, including New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut. In fact, he worked
for Sikorsky for ﬁve years as an aerospace
engineer designing the Blackhawk helicopter.
Jim knows the northeast corridors and how
ATC operates in the area. He will be giving
suggested airway procedures for those not
familiar with the New York Center. I suspect
the best way to present these will be on the
website approximately one month before
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the convention. For those who might be
intimidated by stories of New York controllers,
don’t be. If you have any concerns, check out
the website for Jim’s recommendations.
Bill Alberts has told me he believes this will
be the best convention yet. We all know that
Bill that never lies and has never let us down
before. So block out September 14-18 on
your calendar now. We always try to have
something new and different. If nothing else,
you can tell the editor in person how much
you loved or hated the TBM cover on the
last issue.

Planning Ahead: Convention 2006

A few weeks ago, with the help of Bill Alberts, I
signed the contracts for our 2006 convention,
which will be held at the Broadmoor in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. For those of
you who have not had the pleasure of staying
at the Broadmoor, I can assure you that
the property is a 5-star, 5-diamond resort.
The Broadmoor is known worldwide for its
elegance, service and beauty. This will be
one of the ﬁnest properties ever to host our
convention. About 10 years ago, some of you
may remember that annual gathering was in
Colorado Springs, but not at the Broadmoor.
We should all give Bill credit for securing
this fantastic venue at a reasonable price.
Yes it will cost a few dollars more, but this is
the Broadmoor, and worth every penny. The
setting is truly spectacular.
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Aviation News
by Jim Yankaskas

Improving Performance

General aviation posted some good news
again. The 2004 NTSB reports indicate
continuing improvement in general aviation
safety. As the table shows, accidents and
fatalities have declined in absolute numbers,
as well per total ﬂight hours. The AOPA Air
Safety Foundation emphasized that these
rates have decreased steadily for the last
ﬁve years. I chose to look at all the data
available for the history of PA-46 airplanes.
This must reﬂect better equipment, better
training, and maybe some luck. The NTSB
webpage (http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/Stats.
htm) is fascinating. You should have a look
yourself.

Jim Yankaskas

NTSB Aviation Summary

Accidents
All

Accidents per
100,000 ﬂight hours

Fatal

Fatalities

All

Fatal

1985

2,739

498

956

9.63

1.74

1989

2,242

432

769

7.97

1.52

1994

2,022

404

730

9.08

1.81

1999

1,905

340

619

6.50

1.16

2004

1,614

312

556

6.22

1.20

How have we PA-46 owners and pilots been
doing? Only fair. The NTSB accident report
site lists three PA-46 accidents in December
2004 through March 2005. On December 22,
2004 a Mirage was damaged during a night
VFR approach and landing at Hartford, CT.
The preliminary report of Mirage N4165P,
which overran the runway when landing at
Palo Alto CA on January 2, was included in
the last issue. On March 15, 2005 a Meridian
veered off the runway at Flagstaff, AZ.
Fortunately there were no signiﬁcant physical
injuries in any of these accidents. Here are
the new reports.

PA-46-350P Mirage N714KL

On December 22, 2004, at 1730 Eastern
Standard Time, a Piper PA-46-350P, N714KL,
was substantially damaged while landing at
the Hartford Brainard Airport (HFD), Hartford,
Connecticut. The certiﬁcated private pilot
and passenger were not injured. Night visual
meteorological conditions prevailed, and no
ﬂight plan was ﬁled for the local maintenance
test ﬂight conducted under 14 CFR Part 91.
According to the pilot, he was flying the
airplane with an avionics mechanic to test
new avionics that were recently installed. After
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completing several approaches at another
airport, the pilot elected to return to HFD, and
conduct an LDA Runway 02 approach. During
the ﬁnal approach to runway 02 at HFD, the
pilot felt a “thump” coming from the left wing
area. The pilot continued the approach, and
landed uneventfully on runway 02. After
parking the airplane, the pilot inspected
the left wing and observed “distorted spots
in the wing and a broken position light.”
Examination of the airplane by a Federal
Aviation Administration inspector reveled
substantial damage to the leading edge of the
left wing, and minor damage to the left landing
gear door, the left ﬂap, and the left horizontal
stabilizer. The inspector also observed that
the left wing outboard recognition light
was damaged, and the light ﬁxture cavity
contained numerous tree buds.

PA-46-500TP Meridian N504SR

On March 15, 2005, at 1410 Mountain Standard
Time, a Piper PA-46-500TP (Meridian),
N504SR, veered to the left and the nose
gear collapsed while landing on runway 3 at
the Flagstaff Pulliam Airport (FLG), Flagstaff,
Arizona. The private pilot and passenger were
not injured. The airplane sustained substantial
damage. The airplane was registered to
Synergy Aviation LLC, Missoula, Montana,
and the pilot was operating it as a personal
ﬂight under the provisions of 14 CFR Part 91.
Visual meteorological conditions prevailed,
and an instrument flight rules flight plan
had been filed. The cross-country flight
originated from Herber, Utah, at 1245, and
was destined for Flagstaff. According to the
airport operations manager and the pilot, the
airplane landed on runway 3. The
airplane touched down on the runway
centerline, but as soon as the nose
wheel touched down, the airplane veered
immediately to the left side of the runway.
The airplane departed the runway surface,
and the nose landing gear collapsed when
it came in contact with a small snow bank.
The airport operations manager stated that
tire skid marks were visible on the runway
leading up to the airplane. The tire skid marks
originated near the runway centerline, but
then veer to the left approximately 75 degrees
from the runway centerline. The right wing tip
scraped the ground when the airplane veered
to the left.
The outboard 1.5 feet of the right wing was
bent up and the leading edge displayed
damage. According to New Piper Aircraft
personnel, the damage to the wingtip, which
is considered a structural element, was
substantial.

Follow-up report: In-ﬂight break-up

The NTSB Factual Reports of airplane
accidents are completed months after the
accident and the preliminary report. The
details in these reports are impressive, and I
always learn from reading them. The Factual
Report of our friend Bob Compton’s Malibu
in-ﬂight break-up over Alabama on February
23, 2004 was issued on February 24, 2005
(http://www.ntsb.gov/NTSB/GenPDF.asp?
id=ATL04FA077&rpt=fa). The preliminary
report (summarized in the Fall 2004 issue
of this magazine) had indicated ﬂight near
thunderstorms, a deviation to avoid buildups, and a frightening decent rate. The
descriptions of the airplane’s structure are
detailed and interesting. The telling point was
the description of the right wing:
“The right wing remained attached at the wing
root. The forward and aft spar attachments
were attached to the airframe. The right wing
separated 7-feet outboard of the wing root
near the main spar splice with 7-feet of the
inboard ﬂap. This separation area containing
the forward spar, main spar, and aft spar were
forwarded to the NTSB Materials Laboratory
for further examination. The examination
revealed all fracture surfaces were consistent
with overstress fracturing and there was no
evidence of pre-existing conditions or fatigue
damage observed.”

thorough key points in the pattern, and to
arrive at the selected touchdown point in
landing conﬁguration.
What was the initial problem? During our
post-ﬂight debrieﬁng he confessed that he
never had much instruction in engine-out
procedures. During each of our simulated
emergency landing attempts he could hear
his ﬁrst instructor’s voice in his mind: “Just
don’t land short!” He never learned effective
procedures or set personal performance
standards, nor did he practice this emergency
procedure much. I will ﬂy with him again after
he has had time to practice forced landing
procedures. I advised him to do every other
landing as a simulated engine-out procedure
(at least at airports smaller than RDU). He is
a good student, a good pilot, and anxious to
improve his safety. I am conﬁdent he will ace
the landings during our next outing.

This was similar to some of the PA-46 in-ﬂight
breakup reports in the late 1980’s. This
type of accident does not have to happen
to you or me. I am going to keep getting
more cautious with my ﬂying judgment. If I
err in this regard I am going to (1) remember
John Mariani’s 2004 Fred Hyman Lecture on
“Surviving Severe Turbulence”, (2) reinforce
this knowledge by taking the Malibu Mirage
Safety and Training Foundation course in
Rock Hill, South Carolina, this April, and (3)
practice the procedures that John teaches so
I can do them promptly and precisely should
the need arise. I hope it never does.

Flying Proﬁciency

During the emergency procedures portion of
a BFR in his Aviat Husky a highly experienced
pilot had repeated difﬁculties making poweroff approaches to off-airport landing sites.
I know firsthand because I was the CFI
administering the review. On every attempt
he was too high to land. I was mystiﬁed. He
had signiﬁcant experience and had ﬂown
the plane across the country, mostly at low
altitude. The Husky only needs a few hundred
feet of landing distance. Eventually, after
some instruction, he was able to manage
his airspeed, altitude, drag and ﬂight path
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TBM700 Insights
Fear
by Trey Hughes

Trey Hughes
Trey has been a professional pilot since
1971. During the ﬁrst sixteen years, Trey
saw duty as an instructor, charter and
then corporate pilot ﬂying a variety of
aircraft, including the Cessna 310, 340,
414, 421 and 425; Beach Baron and
King Air and Cessna Citations. He left
corporate life in 1987 when he joined
the staff at FlightSafety San Antonio
teaching in the Mooney, Merlin/Metro,
TBM 700 and Cessna Citation 500
Series aircraft. After retiring from FSI
in 2001, he became the Executive
Director of the Mooney Aircraft Pilots
Association. In 2002, Trey and his wife
Lela founded Flight Training Inc. in San
Antonio, Texas and secured a contract
to provide transition training for all
the Mooney Airplane Company new
aircraft deliveries. Later that same year,
FTI branched out to include the TBM
700, in which Trey has over 1800 hours
teaching. Trey has more than 8000
hours of ﬂight time and holds an ATP
with CE500 Type, a CFII and MEI ratings.

According to Webster’s New World Dictionary,
“fear” is deﬁned as “anxious anticipation of
danger or pain”. Fear is what I immediately
feel when my wife Lela says “you bought
what?” after I return from Sears with a
truckload of tools. Fear can occur anywhere
and at anytime, and usually, for me anyway,
includes a heady rush of adrenalin.
Fear in an airplane is usually something to
be avoided. What could be more obvious?
Well, that maxim is not always true. Although
a bit counterintuitive, fear can sometimes be
considered a positive when ﬂying. A little fear
will often keep a pilot from doing something
dumb both before and during a flight.
Fear can lead to much of the learning and
understanding that comes with experience
and a fat log book. By accumulating over
8000 ﬂight hours, I have had ample time to be
fearful, and many opportunities to learn from
that feeling. But not everyone exhibits this
trait. We’ll meet Fearless Fred below.

On the Horns of a Dilemma

I remember my days as a young aviator (yes,
airplanes were made of metal even back then)
trying to break into the professional pilot
world. Whenever I sent my resume to a Chief
Pilot, or after an interview for a pilot job, the
answer was always “not enough pilot time”.
I could not get a good pilot job because I
lacked experience, but I could not see how
to gain that experience without ﬁrst getting
the job. This was truly a dilemma.
Of course, I considered myself as good as
(or better than) all the “old heads” getting
the plum jobs. I was younger, smarter, better
trained, and had better eyesight and reactions
than all those guys (and gals) in their forties.
Why did they get preference because they
had more time?
Now that I am one of those “old guys”, I
understand the reasoning behind the criteria
applied to me by ﬂight departments when I
was younger. Flight time in the log book of
a pilot still living usually means that he or
she has survived unexpected events during
flight, and from that experience learned
valuable lessons. Survival after all that time
usually also means that the pilot has been
able to apply those lessons under different
circumstances in the real world. Some of
those lessons certainly came accompanied
by fear. Typically, we should avoid situations
that cause that uneasy sensation in the pit of
our stomach. But when that time has past,
and we ﬁnd ourselves in potential trouble,
being able to stay calm while things are
unraveling around us is a favorable trait for
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any pilot. That, too, comes from experience
and time up front.

Numb to Fear

Some of us, however, are immune to that
gnawing feeling in the gut. We have all
encountered pilots, sometimes friends and
sometimes others only by reputation, who
seem to be fearless in an airplane. Sure
there are times that suppressing and ignoring
fear is necessary in order to accomplish
the mission. Certainly a combat pilot must
suppress that anxious anticipation of danger
in order to get the aircraft into the “danger
zone”. These pilots accept the risks and are
trained for the task. But for those of us back
home protecting Connecticut from New
York, such fearlessness can lead to trouble.
Being successful at avoiding fear can numb
the mind to future fear and possibly create
additional situations that will generate more
risk.

Fearless Fred

I remember a friend, or should I say ex-friend,
who had never faced or accepted fear while
ﬂying. During his instrument training, while
on a dual cross-country from Dallas to San
Antonio, he and his instructor were suddenly
faced with a nightmare scenario in their
single engine airplane. The engine quit while
they were ﬂying over a solid undercast, with
weather in the area scratching bottom with
100’ ceilings and 1/8 mile visibility in fog.
But the powerplant did not go gently into the
night. This was a catastrophic failure with
the windshield completely covered by oil.
Only rugged hills greeted them below, and
the nearest airport was just beyond gliding
distance at their altitude.
The only thing to do was to trim the airplane
for the glide, try not to touch the control wheel
and hope to see something before hitting the
ground. With his arms crossed and his feet on
the rudder pedals to keep the wings level, the
instructor was monitoring the descent on the
altimeter and knew that they were moments
from the ground. As he peered through the
fog, and through the oil on the windshield,
in the distance he saw an amber light move
from left to right. Quickly applying slight
right rudder, in what was a microsecond,
they touched down on the southbound lane
of IH-35 and coasted off the right shoulder
into the dirt.
After letting a moment pass, they looked at
each other and smiled. It seems that the amber
light that he had seen was the clearance light
on the trailer of an 18-wheeler creeping along
on the interstate at 35 mph. Had they been

two-seconds earlier they would have collided
with the truck. Two-seconds later and they
would have not seen anything and careened
across the median of the highway to a fate
neither wanted to contemplate.
I know both the instrument student and the
instructor. Afterwards, while the instructor
understood just how lucky they were, the
student was blindly unaware. He became a
risk-taker both in ﬂight and on the ground.
His attitude was that he had looked death
in the face and was the victor. He was
fearless and reckless, and a danger to all of
his passengers. He did not learn anything
about the risks involved in ﬂying nor did he
understand that sometimes just plain luck is
what makes the difference.

A Good Balance
We need to ﬁnd the right balance between
Fearless Fred and his counterpart, Deer-inthe-Headlights Dan. We do not want to be
fearless, but neither should we be paralyzed

by fear. In an airplane fear will lead to respect
for that airplane and the environment in which
we operate. Present fear in an airplane will
cause most pilots to ﬁnd ways to avoid future
fear. By understanding that ﬂying is a riskloaded operation, most pilots who have had
the chance to sample the dry mouth, clammy
skin and rapid heart beat that sometimes
occurs when things are not just quite right,
will ﬁnd ways to prepare for or ways around
those situations that increase risk.
Sometimes the “anxious anticipation of
danger” is self-induced. While I am sure
that the statute of limitations has expired on
all my past experiences with bad aviation
judgment, I am not about to confess too much
here. But I will say that since I have had the
opportunity to continue to ﬂy, and not become
a statistic, my previous examples of bad
decision-making have supplied the necessary
knowledge for future decisions. I have learned
how not to become my own worst enemy by
adding dumb decisions to the already tough
job of risk management.

A Little Respect

By no means am I advocating we become
a community of frightened pilots. Not at all.
I am interested in ensuring that all TBM 700
pilots that I encounter develop a respect
for their airplane and the necessary level of
caution that such respect requires. Here is
where a little fear can go a long way. Fear is
desirable if some situation from a pilot’s past
has impressed him or her to the point that
they want to avoid any repeat in the future.
Fear will lead to decisions on fear avoidance
techniques. That old “I’ve seen this before
and didn’t like it” feeling gives a pilot early
warning awareness of things about to go
wrong. Here is where good decisions begin.
We need to acknowledge fear and harness
it for good. And I can tell you that these are
the thoughts that are going through my mind
as I stand at the check-out counter at Sears,
or see black clouds on the distant horizon
in ﬂight.
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Views from a JetProp
Opening Pandora’s Box
by Robert Conrad

Robert Conrad
Bob was told he could never be a pilot
during a long bout through the 70’s with
Meinere’s Syndrome, an inner ear disease.
He received his pilot license in 1983 after
a successful operation. He is a CFII and
enjoys teaching. He owns a Decathelon
and takes pleasure in light aerobatics.
He also stays busy developing and
maintaining web pages for charities
and ﬂying for AirLifeLineMidwest.
Bob graduated from the University of
Detroit in 1962 with a degree in Electrical
Engineering. He then joined his father’s
Motorola Two-Way Radio business, which
eventually grew to over 160 employees
in the two-way radio, cellular, paging,
SMR, manufacturing and radio broadcast
industries. In 1990, his company took over
airport management and FBO operations,
including a maintenance and avionics
shop, at the Butler County Regional
Airport in Hamilton, Ohio (HAO). In 1999,
Bob decided to take an early retirement
and turn the business over to his children
and employees.
You can visit his web site at: www.PA46T.com

Under the hot sun of a clear Sunday afternoon
on Hilton Head Island, Bob Bell and his wife
prepared to head home to Hickory, North
Carolina for Labor Day. Shortly after takeoff in their 1985 JetProp, events quickly
deteriorated. The plane went down in a horriﬁc
accident less than one mile off the approach
end of runway 21. This terrible accident hit
too close to home in more ways than one.
My wife and I own a villa on the island and
arrived a few days after the accident in our
1986 JetProp. Local accounts of the accident
were fresh and plentiful.
The NTSB account of the accident piqued
my interest since I believe this accident was
avoidable, and that there are lessens to be
learned for all of us. The NTSB on 9/29/04
released the following probable cause:
The pilot’s failure to maintain control of
the airplane during a VFR pattern for a
precautionary landing, which resulted in
an uncontrolled descent and subsequent
collision with terrain. Also causal was the
pilot’s inadequate preﬂight inspection of the
aircraft, which resulted in his failure to secure
the fuel cap.
Keep in mind the following local accounts that
never made it into the NTSB report.
•

One pilot-observer, sitting under the
wing of his airplane, which was parked

next to the accident aircraft, told the
NTSB that he never saw the pilot preﬂight the airplane. The observer was
also heard to say that he really never
saw the pilot since he was sitting to the
right side of the JetProp. The JetProp
pilot could easily have inspected the
level of the fuel on the pilot side without
being noticed. In fact, there is a good
chance he did a quick check of the
fuel in the left tank since the inboard
tanks had been recently topped off.
•

The observer-pilot under the wing saw
Mrs. Bell through a window seated
behind the co-pilot’s seat as the aircraft
was taxing out.

•

A ﬂight instructor witness was ﬂying a
Citabria and he talked to Mr. Bell while
he (the Citabria pilot) was on ﬁnal. Mr.
Bell waited for him to land.

•

An expert who analyzed the evidence does
not believe the engine was developing
power at the time of impact.

The pilot filed an IFR flight plan, but he
departed VFR on runway 21. This is not
unusual because obtaining a release from
Savannah Clearance Delivery was typically
a slow process entailing long waits for a
clearance. The following is the ofﬁcial NTSB
narrative of their ﬁndings.

HISTORY OF FLIGHT
On August 31, 2003, at 1529 eastern daylight time, a Piper PA-46-310P, JetProp DLX P46T, N70DL,
registered to Hickory Travel, LLC, and operated by the private pilot, collided with trees and the
ground and caught ﬁre during an attempted return for landing at Hilton Head Airport, Hilton
Head Island, South Carolina. The personal ﬂight was operated under the provisions of Title 14
CFR Part 91 with an instrument ﬂight plan ﬁled. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The
private pilot and passenger received fatal injuries, and the airplane was destroyed. The ﬂight
departed Hilton Head Airport, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, about 1525 on August 31, 2003.
Prior to the accident ﬂight, a pilot-rated witness waiting for a mechanic was sitting beneath
the wing of his parked airplane, which was parked next to the accident airplane. The
witness saw the pilot and passenger arrive at the airport, load the airplane, and board it.
The witness stated he did not see the pilot perform a preﬂight inspection of the airplane,
and he stated he "wondered about it" at the time. He watched the airplane start up, taxi,
and take off, and he stated the takeoff and climb out appeared and sounded normal.
A certiﬁed ﬂight instructor-rated witness at the airport was listening to the communications
radio in his airplane and heard the pilot announce his takeoff from runway 21 on
the Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF). Minutes later, the witness heard
the pilot declare an emergency and announce intentions for an immediate return.
Another witness monitoring the CTAF heard the pilot declare an emergency, and
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We certainly do not know what really
happened on this fatal ﬂight, but there is
plenty of evidence to allow for speculation. I
believe that confusion in the cockpit, caused
by a chain of escalating events, was a major
contributor to the disaster. With this in mind, I
will try to reconstruct the sequence of events
as they may have evolved. I emphasize that
this is pure speculation.
Immediately after rotation the pilot sees fuel
pouring out of the left wing and realizes that
the cap is missing. He puts out an emergency
call. Believing that his extreme nose high
departure attitude is dumping fuel out of the
wing, he quickly tries to reduce the amount
of spilling fuel by pushing the nose over
and adding down-trim to level the attitude of
the aircraft. The aircraft quickly accelerates
and exceeds red line as he turns crosswind
and enters downwind now only 400 feet off
the ground. His wife makes the decision to
come forward. She cannot keep her eyes off
the fuel spilling out of the wing as she tries
to maneuver to the co-pilot seat. Bumping
into the pilot as she maneuvers into her
seat causes him to inadvertently push on
the rudder pedals causing the aircraft to ﬁsh
tail, thus pushing her around as they race
downwind. Suddenly realizing that he is far
over red line, he pulls back on the power,

adding to her difﬁculty in getting into the copilot seat. The aircraft nose quickly drops due
to the power reduction, which accounts for
the aircraft dropping out of sight. He regains
control and gets some altitude back as his
wife slides into the right seat. Suddenly there
is no power, probably caused by the condition
lever being inadvertently pulled back while the
passenger slides into the co-pilot seat. The
pilot turns base and tells his wife, who is now
in the right seat, to announce “emergency,
aircraft turning ﬁnal.” He is now 300 feet off
the ground and losing altitude. Turning ﬁnal
he reacts to the rapidly-approaching ground
by pulling the nose up. With no power, the
aircraft goes into a ﬂat stall and mushes into
the ground.

the power back to level the airplane, instead
of using trim, the outcome would most likely
have been a small gas cap incident. We will
never know what really happened during
those few terrifying minutes between takeoff and crash. But possibly something as
simple as reducing power could have saved
the day.
For the full NTSB report go to: http://
w w w . n t s b . g o v / n t s b / G e n P D F.
asp?id=ATL03FA133&rpt=fa

Most of us will react by thinking, “I would
never do that.” But let us not kid ourselves.
We can all ﬁnd ourselves in a deteriorating
situation in which we cannot readily break the
chain of evolving crises. This was truly a tragic
event. None of us want to lose our brothers
and sisters in the aircraft we so dearly love.
The raw power of a turbine engine at low
altitudes requires special training and respect.
Learning correct power management is the
key to safe ﬂying, especially in a turbine.
Assuming for the moment that my speculation
is correct, if the pilot of this aircraft had pulled

the witness stated the pilot made a reference to what may have been a "cover off."
The ﬂight instructor-rated witness observed the airplane on a left downwind for runway 21 and
stated it appeared to be streaming "faint white and brown smoke" from the front. He stated the
airplane was descending on downwind "extremely fast," and he estimated its speed to be about
200 knots. He saw the airplane disappear brieﬂy behind the tree line approximately abeam the
midﬁeld position, then it reappeared in a climb with its landing gear down. The witness stated
the airplane climbed to what he estimated was 400 feet, then it turned left base. The witness
stated the airplane then turned left toward ﬁnal, and he described the left turn as "violent"
with a "rapid increase in bank." The witness stated he could see the tops of both wings as it
banked left, and the nose of the airplane pitched up to what he estimated to be 20 degrees. The
witness also heard over the radio a "female voice" state "emergency aircraft turning ﬁnal." The
witness stated the airplane maintained the left bank and the nose-high position and sank from
view behind the trees. He then heard the sound of an impact followed by thick black smoke.
A witness at a stoplight in a vehicle on highway 278 near the airport saw the airplane ﬂy
overhead approximately northbound, streaming a "vapor trail or smoke" from the left wing
that was "whitish" in color. He stated the airplane's engine was loud, and the airplane was
descending approximately 50 to 70 feet above the trees. He stated the airplane was "ﬁshtailing
left and right," as if the pilot was "constantly struggling with it."
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Coats Corner
by David Coats, MD

On behalf of the Malibu Mirage Training and
Safety Foundation (MMT&SF), I would like
to thank all of the authors who vocalized
their support in the Spring 2005 issue for
the Foundation’s supplemental training
seminars.
David Coats, MD
David’s ﬁrst dream in his youth
was to be a Naval Aviator, but
lack of 20/20 uncorrected vision
precluded the normal approach
to that goal. Since Annapolis was
out, David became a physician
in pursuit of his dream of ﬂying.
Taught by his Dad, a ﬂight
instructor in the Navy, David
went on to ﬁre patrol and crop
dusting to satisfy the ﬂying urge.
He then made it to medical
school, followed by a residency in
radiology in the US Army. David
served in Vietnam as a ﬂight
surgeon and a radiologist. After
entering private practice in Tyler,
Texas, where he currently lives
with his wife Emily, he traded his
Cessna 180 for a Twin Comanche,
earned his ATP, and then moved
up to the Malibu. He bought
4388M in 1987, spruced her up
to become Queen of the Fleet in
1991, and has kept her in mint
condition ever since.

The MMT&SF is experiencing a great year.
Attendance is up, and attendees are singing
our praises. Support from MMOPA, ﬁnancial
and otherwise, is a large part of this success.
However, we will not be satisﬁed until all
members of the association attend at least
one of the seminars. Our return rate has
convinced us that subsidized supplemental
training truly is one of the best deals provided
through the association.

But Wait. There’s More!

But now there is even more incentive to attend.
In November of this year we will hold a special
academic session at Fredericksburg, Texas,
with breakout sessions on maintenance for
all versions of the PA-46. As a pilot, you must
have attended a previous MMT&SF seminar
to take advantage of this opportunity. So sign
up now for a session before November. Your
mechanic can attend without the requirement
of previous attendance.
The session in November will serve two
purposes. In addition to the usual academic
enhancement program for pilots, the
Fredericksburg meeting will also be a
test bed (or a “beta run” for our computer
folks out there) for maintenance training.
Many members have noted that finding
“experienced” PA-46 mechanics has become
increasingly difﬁcult. An growing number of
owners have therefore asked the foundation
to consider training for mechanics as a part
of the seminars. This will be a trial run in
response to that expressed need. If enough
attending pilots bring their mechanics, and
if the breakout sessions (designed to be
valuable and interesting to both pilots and
mechanics alike) are well enough attended,
then all of the 2006 seminars will include
continued training for mechanics.
I would like to encourage you to consider
the fact that most mechanics do not have
the luxury to attend this type of training on
their own. But, you as a PA-46 pilot can
bring one along for very little extra expense.
This is truly a unique opportunity to get your
mechanic up to speed on the PA-46 airframe,
engine and systems. He or she can see how
you ﬂy, and you may pick up a few tips from
your mechanic during the ﬂight to and from
Fredericksburg.
Here is another consideration. Many
members that have attended past training
seminars, as well as many who join us at
the conventions, have often stated that they
learned something that literally paid for the
cost of the seminar or convention. I would
suggest that this program will provide your
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mechanic additional information that will save
you enough money to pay for your minimal
additional cost. Besides, by bringing your
mechanic along, you are making a clear
statement that you appreciate and value his
or her skills and time.

Pressure Release

The Broadmoor in Colorado Springs has
been selected as the convention site for 2006.
If you have never been there, you will surely
be impressed. The Broadmoor is one of the
nation’s premier luxury resorts, and is known
internationally as a destination of choice.
But beyond the luxury accommodations,
impeccable service and post-card-perfect
surroundings, the location also means that
we should all have an opportunity to get a
current ride in a hypobaric chamber. There
is no better way to train for a sudden loss of
pressure in the cabin. The chamber will be a
pre-convention activity that you can enjoy by
arriving one day early. Thanks to Bill Alberts
and the board for this great location.

Doctor Doctor

When discussing safety issues, we generally
think of pilot education and training for
emergencies. Aircraft maintenance is also a
big issue, as discussed above. But human
factors are perhaps most important, and yet
these are often overlooked. What is the status
of your health, both mental and physical? For
the most part, answering that critical question
mainly relies on common sense. If you are
tired, get some sleep. If you are hungry, eat
something. If you are dehydrated, get some
ﬂuids on board. If you need to go, then use
the relief tube or one of those gel-bags that
deodorize and solidify liquid waste. Use
oxygen as necessary.
Our bodies are not unlike our airplanes.
From time to time, certain high dollar
inspections need to be completed to ensure
that something is not corroding or growing
inside. I encourage all members over 50 (just
a few Malibu pilots are in this age group,
at least physically speaking) to get their
colonoscopy. Like a chamber ride, this exam
needs to be repeated about every 10 years
beyond age 50, and more frequently if polyps
are found. Also, get a simple cardiac proﬁle
done, as well as a PSA test (if you are of the
male persuasion). If the numbers do not look
right, consult your doctor and devise ways to
improve those numbers. These exams are
like an oil analysis: they can reveal anomalies
that you might not otherwise detect. Equally
important, these tests provide a good
baseline against which you can measure any
future changes. By detecting changes from
a well-established normal baseline, you will
be much better positioned to know what you
need to do to keep ﬂying. Take care of your
body and take care of your Malibu, because
both need to be in top shape for safe ﬂying.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

continue to make up the heart and soul of this
organization. Sure, I consider myself a vastly
superior human being because I’ll be burning
kerosene, but I felt that way before. I was just
grasping at another rationale.

Outbound? You Want Outbound?

I stand before you humbled by my own
stupidity. Coming out of North Las Vegas
(KVGT) following a fuel stop on my way to
Hayward, California, I was given the North
Town 1 Departure. The procedure is a bit
odd in that after turning to a heading of 250
degrees, you follow a radial of the Las Vegas
VOR outbound until 15 DME, then turn right
back to the VOR. Easy to do, and I have done
the procedure before. When I picked up my
clearance, I wrote down the North Town 1
Departure to the VOR, along with the rest of
the route. When actually ﬂying the departure
procedure, though, my brain had “direct to

the VOR” ﬁrmly embedded in stone, and so I
proudly turned inbound toward the VOR upon
hitting the radial, instead of outbound as I was
supposed to do. In other words, I completely
blew the procedure. Needless to say, the
controller was not amused. He handled himself
well, though, and gave me a vector to save
the day. In my stubborn conviction that I know
what I am doing, I later queried the controller
once I was on the straight and narrow path. I
asked if I were not in fact cleared to the VOR.
He politely told me to re-brief the procedure.
I did, and suddenly found myself with a bad
case of foot-in-mouth disease, the diagnosis
of which was publicly broadcast on the
frequency for all to hear. The text at the bottom
of the procedure is unambiguous about going
outbound along the radial. My mistake pure
and simple. Yes, in this case there was no
harm, and I have ﬁled a NASA form to protect
myself against any FAA action. But what truly

bothers me is my fallibility. If I can make such
a gross error, what is to say I will not commit
stupidity on a missed approach or at some
other critical time when the error can cause
death. I have no good answer to that question
other than to commit to staying more vigilant,
and to guard against complacency to the best
of my abilities.
I reveal this unfortunate lapse of intelligence
to my fellow MMOPA members because I
believe myself to be a relatively competent,
knowledgeable and careful pilot. Therefore
I conclude that even if you, too, are careful,
knowledgeable and competent, you might
one day do something as foolish I just did.
Maybe this vignette will help prevent a future
mistake by making you examine more
carefully even the most routine aspects of
flying. Hopefully, I too will learn from this
embarrassing episode.
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Pilatus Points
Paint Your Wagon
by Mike Haenggi

Mike Haenggi
Mike learned to ﬂy Champs and Aircoupes
off a small grass strip in Wisconsin, and
he has been a wing nut ever since. He
spent ten years in the aviation publishing
industry. As a senior aviation editor, he
helped put together more than 100 books
on the history of aviation. He has authored
two books of his own and many aviation
articles. He holds an MBA in Aerospace
Business from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University and is a Certiﬁed Flight
Instructor. Today, Mike is the Marketing
Project Manager for Pilatus Business Aircraft
on the PC-12 program. He lives with his wife
and daughter in Thornton, Colorado.

Are you thinking about a fresh coat of paint for
your airplane this year? A new paint scheme
can deﬁnitely breathe life into an otherwise
tired looking bird. If you are starting to look
for a paint shop, a little advance planning
goes a long ways to ensure that you ﬁnd
the right one.
Since you want your airplane to look “factory
new” when done, take a moment and
think like an aircraft factory does when the
manufacturer paints a new airplane. As you
can imagine, the process involves more than
just bolting together a bunch of aluminum
parts and spraying them with paint.

Painting PC-12s

Pilatus Aircraft has high standards for
aircraft paint. Pilatus craftsmen spend years
in apprenticeships learning time-honored
Swiss traditions of ﬁnishing aircraft. Each
PC-12 is carefully built with components
that are individually inspected and prepped
prior to assembly and painting. All aluminum
surfaces are meticulously cleaned, treated,
and primed for corrosion protection.
PC-12s are painted to customer speciﬁcation
in sophisticated paint booths. Pilatus
uses state-of-the-art air ﬁlter systems and
an electrostatic painting process to keep
environmental emissions to an absolute
minimum. The spray cabin is temperaturecontrolled and equipped for full paint jobs on
aircraft with wingspans up to 60 feet.
The exterior ﬁnish on a PC-12 is second to
none. It creates a shield that preserves the
life and value of the airframe. If you look at
resale prices on used airplanes, you will ﬁnd
that PC-12s hold their value better than any
of its competitors. This is partially due to
the lasting corrosion protection the airframe
received when originally built. Even after
years of heavy use, PC-12 airframes are
typically clean and corrosion free.
So when you have your aircraft painted, think
of it as cleaning and repairing your airframe,
and then sealing it again against corrosion.
The choice of colors is aesthetically important,
but incidental when evaluating vendors.
With that mindset, here is a walk through
a typical painting process by a reputable
paint shop.
1.

Pre-painting Inspection
and Preparation
Before the painting process begins, your
aircraft must be carefully inspected. A record
of its condition should be established and
agreed upon prior to any work being done.
A good paint shop will inspect the entire
airframe for cracks, dents, and fuel leaks.
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The shop will also look closely at your
airframe for any signs of corrosion, paying
particular attention to known trouble spots
for your aircraft type. You will want to have
any blemishes repaired before the new
paint goes on. The shop should inspect all
your windows for cracks, crazing, or signs
of stripper burns from previous paintings,
and record any preexisting damage. Lastly,
the shop should conﬁrm the operation of all
exterior lights, and a verify the condition of
all exterior bolts and screws.
Once the inspection is complete, the
aircraft can be prepped to have the existing
paint stripped off. All the control surfaces,
and fiberglass and plastic parts, must
be removed. The landing gear, engine
compartments, antennas, and windows
are masked with chemical resistant foil. All
exterior seams must be masked and sealed
to prevent chemicals from getting into the
internal spaces of your airframe.
2. Paint Stripping and Washing
Next comes the messy work. Specially
formulated chemical strippers (that are
approved for aircraft aluminum and
magnesium) are used to remove all your
existing paint. These chemicals are corrosive
and highly toxic, so special care must be
used in handling. The waste has to be
treated and disposed of properly according
to environmental regulations.
Once the existing paint is removed and
the skin is down to bare aluminum, all the
inspection plates and exterior moldings
are taken off, and the aircraft is pressure
washed to remove excess chemicals from
the exterior. Any dents must be repaired
and holes patched up at this point. Then
the entire surface of the aircraft is scrubbed
by hand with an aluminum conditioner that
cleans the metal and removes any existing
corrosion.
3.

Corrosion Prevention
and Paint Adhesion
After stripping and washing, the paint shop
has the aircraft equivalent of a blank canvas
to work on. (You might want to sneak a
peak at this point to see your aircraft in
bare metal.) The bare metal will not readily
accept paint, and is prone to new corrosion,
so the surface must be prepped further prior
to ﬁnal painting. A two-step process solves
these issues.
All the aluminum should be treated with
alodine, and any magnesium treated with
magna-dyne. These processes chemically
prevent corrosion and help prepare the
surface for paint adhesion. Then the aircraft

is primed with a self-etching primer that
contains zinc chromate. The etching further
aids paint adhesion, and zinc chromate is an
important second barrier against corrosion.
Once primed, your aircraft will sport that nifty
avocado green color.
4. In the Paint Booth
Good paint booths have certain qualities
to facilitate good painting. Color-corrected
lighting is important for the painter to be able
to spray in a well-lit area so that unevenness
can be quickly detected. The best painter in
the world can only do so much if he is unable
to see. The booth should also be temperature
controlled, and able to provide a bake cycle
to ensure a hard, OEM-quality ﬁnish.
Your contract should specify that you will get
two or more coats of base color. If you are
adding stripes, additional schemes, custom
registration, or other graphics, make sure
the shop has experience with designs more
complex than yours. Be sure and ask for
references and go personally inspect those
reference aircraft. Try and look at examples

painted a few weeks ago, a year ago, and
several years ago if you can. You are better
off if you know ﬁrsthand how the shop’s work
might age.

of ﬂight hours (whichever comes ﬁrst). For
example, Pilatus provides a factory two-year,
2,000-hour warranty on paint as part of a new
PC-12’s coverage. Shop around.

5. All the Details
After the painting is finished, the shop
should install new stainless steel screws
and washers, and replace the inspection
plates and fairings. Controls should be
balanced and checked for travel according
to maintenance manuals, and the control
mechanisms lubed. Last, exterior placards
can be re-installed, the moldings replaced
with new ones, and all brightwork polished.

After sizing up the warranty, make sure you
understand how claims are processed. Have
the shop explain it step by step. The paint
warranty may seem to be clearly written out,
but what if your issue falls into a gray area?
Find out how warranty disputes are resolved.
Ask for a few examples of warranty claims
that were not honored, and try to understand
why. This might be a bit uncomfortable, but
worth the effort.

All that is left now is the paperwork. The
shop should do a gear retraction test,
and there should be proper maintenance
logbook entries for all work. After painting
and reassembly, the aircraft should get an
inspection by an IA.

If you do your homework up front, you can
drop off your aircraft with conﬁdence, come
back after a short time and inspect and
admire the good work, and pay them for a job
well done. If all this sounds too difﬁcult, rest
assured the ordeal is really not that bad. The
hardest part is picking a color and selecting a
scheme. My suggestion? Go nuts and make
your airplane unique.

Be sure to ask the shop about their warranty.
Paint warranties are typically expressed as
coverage for a set time period or number
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Issues and Answers
Back to Basics
by Mary Bryant

Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over twenty-ﬁve
years and has instructed in the Malibu
since 1988 when she worked for the
Piper Training Center. Subsequently, she
was Eastern Region Sales Director and
Malibu Mirage demonstration pilot for
Piper Aircraft. Mary was also co-founder
and owner of Attitudes International,
Inc., The New Piper Aircraft’s exclusively
approved training school for Malibus,
from 1991 – 1998.
Mary currently provides Malibu-Mirage
and JetProp training through Eclipse
International, Inc. in St. Petersburg,
Florida. Mary holds ATP, CFII, and MEI
certiﬁcates, and is type rated in the
Cessna Citation. She also has a BA from
Northwestern University and an MBA
from the University of Illinois. Mary
may be reached at 727.822.1611.

Compass Basics

You’ve had a ﬂuxgate compass or AHRS
failure. You are not happy. You feel like the
stars are lining up against you. Then you get
a grip and start ﬂying the airplane.
1.

2.

In a shallow turn, the compass is
reasonably accurate on
headings of:
a. north
b. east
c. south
d. west

3.

The magnetic compass will lead
the turn as the plane’s heading
approaches which direction(s)?
a. north
b. east
c. south
d. west

4.

Try as we might, we can not
remember all that stuff about “east

But wait, you said I had a total
electrical or AHARS failure, how
would I know what a standard
rate turn is without my turn and bank
indicator or ﬂight director? All I
have available to use is the vacuum
driven attitude indicator. What angle
of bank would I use assuming I am
ﬂying 150 KTS TAS or 200 KTS TAS?
a. 15 and 30 degrees
b. 22 and 40 degrees
c. 22 and 30 degrees
d. 30 and 30 degrees

Approach Basics
7.

Your avionics are functioning
properly again in your aircraft
with a traditional HSI as your
primary navigation instrument.
You are told to expect the localizer
back course to 17L. The approach
chart shows an inbound course of
173 degrees.
a. set the HSI needle on 173
degrees and use APR on the
ﬂight director/auto pilot.
b. set the HSI needle on 173
degrees and use BC (REV)
on the FD/AP
c. set the HSI needle on 353
degrees and use APR on the
FD/AP
d. set the HSI needle on 353
degrees and use BC (REV)
on the FD/AP

8.

Here comes that ﬂuxgate failure
again. What should be used to ﬂy
the back course and how should it
be set with heading inoperative on
the HSI?
a. the HSI with the needle set to
353 degrees
b. the second VOR with
inbound heading set to
173 degrees
c. the second VOR with inbound
heading set to 353 degrees
d. the GARMIN

The magnetic compass will lag
behind the turn as the plane’s
heading approaches which
direction(s)?
a. north
b. east
c. south
d. west

Turning Basics
5.

6.

What else in the aircraft could be
used for heading information?
a. copilot DG
b. ADF card
c. GPS
d. magnetic compass
e. heading from the stabilized
Stormscope® display

You are having a really bad day. You just
experienced total electrical failure and are
reduced to ﬂying the magnetic compass. You
have managed to establish communications
with ATC using your handheld, and are being
vectored. You are wistfully trying to remember
all those old rules about magnetic compass
turning errors. Or with a little luck, your
daughter, who recently earned her private
pilots license, is ﬂying in the co-pilot seat and
can give you the answers.
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is least and west is best” (or was it
the other way around) and,
unfortunately, our daughter is home
with her boyfriend today. We are
on a heading of 270 degrees and
ATC has told us to turn left to a
heading of 180 degrees. We decide
to do a timed turn and should do a
standard rate turn for how many
seconds to roll out on the
requested heading?
a. 15 seconds
b. 30 seconds
c. 60 seconds
d. 90 seconds

For this issue, I was asked to write about
back-to-basics knowledge about ﬂying. With
that mandate, I have presented questions
regarding what to do when all those fancy
avionics go south. In addition, I thought it
might be helpful to include some general
rules of thumb that work when ﬂying the
various PA-46 models. Some of these rules
are more relevant for particular models
than others, but I have attempted to include
something for everyone. I promise not to get
into the pitch versus power discussion.

Performance Basics
9.

You are ﬂying in the ﬂight levels and
just encountered moderate to severe

turbulence. You ca not exactly
remember what maneuvering speed
(Va) you should be used to help
prevent an in ﬂight break up. What
you do remember is:
a. maneuvering speed increases as
gross weight increase
b. maneuvering speed decreases
with weight
c. decrease to 120 KTS TAS
d. don’t worry about the weight,
just slow to 100 KTS IAS
e. keep your speed up and hope
to get out of the turbulence
more quickly

12. A quick rule of thumb for
approximating freezing levels is:
a. temperatures typically
decrease when climbing about
1 degree per thousand feet
b. temperatures typically decrease
about 2 degrees per thousand
c. temperature typically decrease
about 3 degrees per thousand
d. temperatures typically decrease
about 4 degrees per thousand

ANSWERS
1.

10. A quick rule of thumb when
trying to select an altitude when
ﬂight planning is that airspeed
changes as altitude increases
(ignoring winds)in the following
manner:
a. airspeed will remain the same
b. indicated airspeed will increase
c. true airspeed will increase
d. indicated airspeed will decrease
e. true airspeed will decrease
11. A quick rule of thumb for
approximating glide range after
an engine out is:
a. 1 mile per 1,000 feet of altitude
b. 1.5 miles per 1,000 feet of altitude
c. 2 miles per 1,000 feet of altitude
d. over 2 miles per 1,000 feet
of altitude
e. none of the above

a. c. or d. For those of you with a
vacuum driven co-pilot DG, this would
be an option assuming you have
manually kept it synchronized to the
HSI. Many of the aircraft no longer
have an ADF. If you do have a
synchronized ADF card, this could be
helpful if just the HSI failed. But a
ﬂuxgate failure will impact the ADF
card as well as a stabilized
Stormscope® since both derive
heading input from the ﬂuxgate. The
GPS can be very helpful but remember
that there is some lag in the heading
displayed when in a turn. The good old
magnetic compass is there, if all
else fails.

2.

b. and d. The compass will be
reasonably accurate on headings of
east and west.

3.

c. The compass will lead the turn as
the plane’s heading approaches south.

4.

a. The compass will lag the turn as
the plane’s heading approaches north.
The amount of lead or lag depends on
the amount of bank and other factors.
In a shallow turn, the compass will lead
or lag about 30 degrees as it
approaches south or north.

5.

b. A 360 degree standard rate turn by
deﬁnition is a two minute turn. Since
the requested change in heading is 90
degrees or ¼ of a full 360 turn, it will
take 30 seconds.

6.

c. is the closest answer. Actual
angle of bank required for a 3 degree
turn increases with airspeed. At
various airspeeds the bank angles
required are: 100 kts/15 degrees,
150 kts/22 degrees, 200 kts/29
degrees and 300 kts/40 degrees.

7.

d. This will give you normal sensing
on both the HSI and autopilot/ﬂight
director. Although you could set the
needle to 173 degrees and it would
work, it would provide reverse sensing
and why would you want to make it
so difﬁcult?

8.

b. would be my choice. Technically,
the least correct answer would be
to use the Garmin with no GPS
overlay provided for the approach.
However, I think we would all have
it programmed and rely on it heavily
as backup during the approach if
cont. page 28
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it is available. Although any of the
other three options could be used, the
HSI will not be turning as the aircraft
turns and will be extremely confusing
to try to use. The VOR provides
reverse sensing regardless or which
way it is set but I personally think it is
easiest to ﬂy if set to the inbound
heading.
9.

a. and d. Although “a.” is correct, you
can not go too wrong with slowing
to 100 KTS IAS. 100 KTS is slower
than the actual Va range of about
103-133 IAS (depending on
model). However, if you are in that
much turbulence, your airspeed in

likely vacillating widely and you want
to err on the slow side to protect the
aircraft, not to mention the
passengers.
10. c. and d. Indicated airspeed will
decrease and true airspeed will
increase about 2 KTS per 1,000 feet
of altitude. Therefore, if headwinds
are 40 KTS at FL180 and 60 KTS at
FL240 ground speed would decrease
8 KTS TAS at the higher altitude.
(6 times 2 = 12 KTS TAS increase
subtracted from the 20 KTS increase
in headwind). It still might be a good
decision to ﬂy at the higher altitude for
safety, weather avoidance and/or

reduced trafﬁc. In addition, the
turbines will burn less fuel at
higher altitudes.
11. e. Although book numbers indicate in
excess of 2 miles per 1,000 feet of
altitude, do not bet your life on it.
Using 1 mile or perhaps 1.5 miles
would be a safer bet although far
from a sure thing. Although book
numbers indicate the PA-46 will glide
more than 2 miles per thousand,
this is probably optimistic in a real
emergency due to distractions, winds
and other factors. All book numbers
are based on no wind. A headwind
would decrease the distance and
a tail wind would increase the
distance. Knowledge of the wind
direction could impact choice of
a suitable airport. A very useful tool
is your GPS for selecting your airport
and monitoring your progress. After
slowing to best glide speed see
what expected time enroute (ETE’s)
are for your airport options. ETE
is a much better tool than distance for
assessing these options. ETE reﬂects
your actual rate of descent, distance
from airport and the current impact
of winds. Compare the rate of
descent you are achieving to the
ETE. For example, if you are at 12,000
feet AGL and descending at 500 feet
per minute, you will need to be
showing well under 24 minutes ETE
to safely land at the airport. If you
are descending at 1,000 feet per
minute, ETE had better be well
under 12 minutes. Be sure to use
airport elevation when assessing your
progress since most airports are not
at sea level, and add extra time since
you will want to arrive at the airport
with plenty of altitude to spare to
ensure a safe landing. If your GPS
has a VNAV function, it could be used
to accomplish the same comparison.
12. b. The standard lapse rate is about
2 degrees centigrade per 1,000 feet.
Therefore, at an airﬁeld with an
elevation of 1,000 feet and surface
temperature of 15 degrees
centigrade, the freezing level should
be approximately 8,500 feet. (15
degrees surface temperature divided
by 2 degree lapse rate equals 7.5 or
7,500 feet. Add this to the ﬁeld
elevation of 1,000 feet for an estimated
freezing level of 8,500 feet MSL.)
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Malibu Maintenance
Things That Burn
by Kevin Mead

Kevin Mead
Kevin is an IA who has
specialized in Malibu/
Mirage maintenance for
most of his 20 plus years
in general aviation. He is a
licensed private pilot with
a multi-engine rating.
In 1998, Kevin formed his
own business, Mead Aircraft
Services, which he runs
from a small farm in Inman,
Kansas. He will continue
to provide support for the
Malibu/Mirage ﬂeet in
the U.S. and abroad.

Continuing the theme of “things that...”, we
will now move from things that crack and
things that leak, to things that burn. Many
components of your airplane can burn, melt
or smolder. Some heat-related failures are
not immediately obvious to the pilot, but
others produce smoke in the cabin and never
fail to get your attention. When you are safely
on the ground after an incident like this, you
need to ﬁgure out what went wrong. In this
article I will describe some common heatrelated failures and then give troubleshooting
tips that might help identify the culprit if you
are ever unfortunate enough to ﬁnd yourself
in this situation.

Do You Smell Smoke?
If so, get on the ground now. As John
Mariani likes to say, politely, you will probably
be sitting higher in your seat after the
incident. Think back to what happened. What
equipment were you operating at the time?
Did you notice any piece of equipment stop
working or did any breakers blow? What was
the last thing you did before you noticed the
smoke? Was there maintenance immediately
before the incident? If you answer yes to any
of these questions, you know where to begin
your troubleshooting. Here are some of the
ﬁrst causes you might suspect, and what to
look for as you are getting to the ground, or
later when you are safely there.
Standby vacuum pump failure (310P)
Your standby vacuum pump circuit breaker
pops, the pump fails, and you smell smoke.
If any combination of these symptoms
occurs, do not blow the boots. The pump
clutch windings may have burned and
melted, causing a short. Inﬂating the boots
at this point is likely to cause failure of the
surface deice timer (a solid state unit that
cannot be repaired), adding costs to the
expensive repair you already have ahead of
you. Once on the ground, have the vacuum
pump examined. See my previous articles
for a description of what to do to replace
your pump.
Surface Deice Timer
Your surface deice system will not work
and you see or smell smoke. The surface
deice breaker has tripped (or maybe not).
You likely have a short circuit in your deice
sequence valve or deice control valve, or in
their associated wires. You could also have
a short in the standby vacuum pump or in
the wires to the pump. It is imperative that
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you discover the source of the short circuit
before installing a replacement timer. The
timer is located behind the sidewall under the
co-pilot’s instrument panel. Inspect wires or
bundles for the burned or melted spots that
result from laying too close to exhaust system
components. This may be time consuming,
but keep looking. If the short is not found,
you will smoke timer after timer until you run
out of money or patience, or both.
Radar
Check your radar screen. If the display is
dark, there may be an internal short in the
power supply of your radar display. Turn it
off at the switch, and to be extra careful, you
may want to pull the circuit breaker.
Defog Blower
If you see smoke preceded by a loud noise,
your defog blower motor may have failed.
The blower motor gets noisy, then locks up
and begins to smoke. If this happens, turn off
the motor. Do not use the motor again until
the unit is repaired. Further use may result in
more extensive repairs to the motor.
Avionics Blower Motor
Failure of this motor is also often preceded
by a noise, and eventually will lead to smoke.
Pull the circuit breaker. Attend to this repair
immediately.
Auxiliary Heat
If you have foul smelling smoke in the
cabin and can see no obvious source, the
cause may be that dirty turbo failure you
had recently. Such a failure can result in oil
accumulation in the aux heating element
area, which can burn and suddenly introduce
smoke into the cabin. Turn off the aux heat
and have the oil cleaned from that portion of
the environmental system. This can be highly
tedious job, but is the only way to get rid of
the smell and smoke.
Prop Heat
If prop heat boots (lip heat on the Jet Prop)
burn on any aircraft, the smell will be sucked
in with engine and environmental inlet air,
resulting in the smoke smell in the cabin. You
may notice when checking your gauges that
your prop deice or lip heat amperage has
dropped. Visual inspection of the boots on
the ground should reveal a burned spot.
Lift Detector
In the 310P, you discover an on-ground failure
in which the lift detector still works, but fails

to heat, and you see heat, smoke or ﬂames
coming from the lift detector.
Two things have to happen for the lift detector
to smoke or burn. You must have a defective
squat switch, which when malfunctioning
allows the stall warning vane to be heated
to full voltage while on the ground. And
you have to accidentally leave the stall heat
switched on when you are on the ground. This
combination of events happens surprisingly
often. Before replacing the lift detector, make
sure the squat switch is checked.
Mirage and Meridian Stall
Warning Transducers
In the 350P or 500TP, the usual failure of the
stall warning transducers involves the “e” coil
in the transducer, which can overheat to the
point of failure. The result is an expensive
overhaul. This problem has frustrated
owners for years. Although contrary to what

most owners practice, the folks at SafeFlight,
who manufacture and repair the units, have
told me that the system is not meant to be
used as an ice preventative and should not
be turned on if the temperature is above 32
F. They recommend using the system only
for deice purposes at 32 or below to prevent
overheating. Still, many owners who report
never having used the stall heat have had
units that have burned internally.
Multiple Popping Breakers
You are having a bad day. Numerous circuit
breakers begin popping, and engine and
system failures begin to multiply, including
landing gear anomalies. While almost too
scary to contemplate, I know of actual events
like this in the PA-46. Land immediately.
The situation is most likely going to get
worse quickly. With these symptoms, a
wire bundle in the engine compartment has
almost certainly sustained damage from

hot exhaust gases blowing through a hole
or separation in exhaust components, or by
direct contact with hot exhaust components.
Exhaust system components, such as pipes
and clamps can burn, causing secondary
damage to wires, hoses and heat shields,
and other engine components. The worst
case is when hot gases come in contact
with fuel or oil, causing a catastrophic ﬁre.
Frequent and thorough visual inspections
must be performed, as well as regular
pressurization of the exhaust systems.
Ensure that hoses and wires are routed well
away from anything that gets hot, and that
heat shields are in their proper place. In
our shop we always pressurize the exhaust
system following any work in the area. We
also pay special attention to the Lycoming
exhaust system and inspect per Textron SB
521. We do so religiously.
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Simulator Training
Emergency Meets Training and Preparation
by Gary Burdsall

Gary Burdsall
Gary holds an ATP Multi
Engine Lane type ratings in
Lear Jets, King Air 300 and
BE 199 Aircraft, Commercial
Rotocraft-Helicopter and
Single Engine Lane and
Instrument Certiﬁcates. He
also holds Flight Instructor,
Instrument Instructor, Multi
Engine, Single Engine and
Rotocraft-Helicopter. He
has over 11,000 hours and
is the former President/
CEO of an air carrier/air
ambulance company. He
has served as Director of
Flight Operations, Chief
Pilot, Company Check
Airman and Aviation Safety
Counselor. Gary has been
in aviation for over 30 years
working for corporate
ﬂight departments, 135 air
carriers and owned his own
business. He joined SimCom
as Training Center Manager
for Vero Beach in November
of 2004.

for these aircraft, our professional flight
instructors are career educators. Starting
in this issue, I want them to share their
experience, knowledge, and insight in this
new series of articles intended to inform
members about safe, efﬁcient operation of
their aircraft. So while I am responsible for
this column, I will not be the sole author.
I hope you ﬁnd our new contribution valuable
and interesting. Please feel free to contact
us for more information about any of the
articles by our instructors or just for general
information about simulator training.
Some Common Misconceptions
Pilots are often curious about what types
of emergencies are simulated “in the box”
or more generally, how simulator-based
training will really enhance their operational
safety. Some believe that because singleengine aircraft are less operationally
complex compared to their multi-engine
cousins, a sophisticated simulation is not
beneﬁcial. These pilots might believe that
with a single-engine airplane, training will
be limited to a few system malfunctions
and standard IFR approaches. Indeed all
of that routine training is accomplished in
simulators. But much more is done than that.
Training is conducted for more demanding
emergency operations, many of which would
be impractical or dangerous to attempt in
the airplane. For example, I would much
rather be in a simulator than in an airplane
when practicing how to respond to an engine
failure at 100 feet after takeoff.

Real World Beneﬁts
A few months ago I approached the editor
of this magazine and suggested that the
publication should include, on a regular
basis, something about simulator training.
The magazine is becoming a popular source
of information on the PA-46 in all of its forms,
and I felt this was an area in need of attention.
His response was, “Congratulations, you are
the author of a new column.”
So here I am. In introducing this new column
to the MMOPA Magazine, I would like to
introduce myself as well. I have the privilege
of being the new center manager for SimCom
International, Inc. in Vero Beach, Florida.
Our center specializes in Piper Meridian
and Malibu initial and recurrent simulator
based-training. We are co-located at the New
Piper Aircraft factory and offer a comfortable
training environment with technologically
advanced, type-speciﬁc simulators for the
Meridian and Malibu Mirage series. As the
exclusive factory authorized training provider
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Situational training, or training for speciﬁc
events, teaches a pilot to recognize an
abnormal situation and how to act on it with
poise and precision. This point was brought
home to me after speaking with a client about
a ﬂight incident he had recently experienced.
This is the kind of story that could easily have
resulted in a NTSB mishap report had it not
been for proper training and preparation.
Thomas Gage understands the value of
emergency training. Upon arrival for his
annual recurrency we began discussing the
importance of simulator training. I told him
that his assigned instructor will train him for
situations that are unsafe on inconvenient to
accomplish in the aircraft. I mentioned that
a good example is ﬂying an engine out ILS
in IMC. Thomas replied, “I know, it really
happened to me following my initial training
here a year ago.” To my astonished stare,
he said, “Yeah, it really happened to me
and thanks to Fred I knew what to do and it
worked out.”

High Pucker Factor

Thomas explained to me how he had been
on an IFR ﬂight from Fort Smith, AK, to Olive
Branch, MS, in a Mirage that he bought in
2004. He said that he had just attended
SimCom in Vero Beach, FL, and at that
time had less than 150 hours in type. As
he approached Memphis, ATC started him
down for his descent out of 15,000 feet to the
Olive Branch Airport. ATC was busy, kept him
high and ﬂew him through the localizer. ATC
apologized and turned him directly toward
the FAF and cleared him for the approach
upon receiving the localizer. Since he was
high at 3,700 feet, he extended the gear and
speed brakes, and reduced power. At some
time shortly after conﬁguring for approach,
the engine failed. Due to the fact that he had
the engine already at idle he did not realize
the immediate loss of power. However
he did notice the illuminated lights on the
annunciator panel. At ﬁrst he just thought
he had lost the generator, but when he went
to throttle up it was apparent that the engine
had failed.
Thomas said, “At this time I thought I would
have panicked, but I didn’t. I guess it is true
that you go back to what and the way you
were trained. I just started doing things that
I was taught in the simulator. I didn’t know
why, I just did it. You don’t realize that when
you are in the simulator that the things you do
there can save your life later.” After Thomas
shared all that, I was genuinely proud of our
part in training him to respond favorably to
a potentially dangerous situation.

Detail to Come

At this point, you are all probably asking,
“Well, what did he do?” Since this is an
introductory article I do not want to go into
detail yet. In future articles, however, we can
explore in depth what actions one should
take in various emergency scenarios, like the
one experienced by Thomas. I hope I have
piqued your interest.
About the same time Thomas was ﬁnishing
his story, Fred, the instructor, came into
the break room and said, “Hey Thomas,
you telling Gary about the IFR engine out?
Yeah, I love giving that scenario because if
ever it does happen at least they have seen
it before.” This is a prime example of how
playing out the “what if” in a simulator turns
into a “what did” in the aircraft. Training and
preparation met head on with an emergency.
Thomas benefited from training for the
unusual. His story, like NTSB and NASA
reports, will hopefully encourage other pilots
to value and seek proper training.
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Notes From
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Headquarters

by Russ Caauwe

New Members
Mitchell Marcow
N531MA
St. Louis, MO
Russ Caauwe
Executive Director
Russ has been crazy about
airplanes all of his life. He
obtained his license in Norfolk,
Nebraska, at the age of 17.
Entering the Air Force at 19,
Russ served two years as an
airborne radar mechanic. In
1950, he was accepted for pilot
training, and after graduation,
was commissioned as a 2nd Lt.
and pilot. Russ served in the
82nd Fighter Squadron, ﬂying
F-94’s and F-89’s, in Iceland,
where he met his wife Bjorg (Bea).
After completing his tour with the
76th Fighter Squadron in Presque
Isle, Maine, Russ pursued various
business interests, including life
as a Customer Engineer for IBM;
later as President of his own data
processing company; and ﬁnally,
as a corporate pilot, from which
he retired in 1997, having enjoyed
over 3,500 hours ﬂying a 1984
Malibu, and a 1989 Mirage.

Amy Zambrano is the company pilot for this
Mirage. Mitchell is CEO of Marcone. Amy is
Instrument rated.
Ritchie Lipson
N93LL
Phoenix, AZ
Ritchie is an Attorney. He has over 1500 hours
and holds Multi and Instrument ratings. He has
a Meridian.
Mark Sands
Seabrook, TX
Mark is an Orthopedic Surgeon. He has a
Mirage and has over 500 hours, holding a
Private license with an Instrument rating.
Tom Stacy
Austin, TX
Tom has a new Meridian on order. He has over
500 hours and holds a Private license with an
Instrument rating. Tom is in Commercial Real
Estate.
T Dixon Dickens
N133KB
Fayetteville, NC
Mr. Dickesn is a Auto Dealer. His company is
Valley Mercedes. He has over 1200 hours and
hold an instrument rating. He has a Mirage.
C. Phillip Tholen
Tulsa, OK
No Information available.
Dan Anderson
N425H
Lodi, CA
Dan has a Mirage. He is a Residential Builder.
Jeff Harris
York, SC
Jeff is a Business Consultant. His company is
Jeff Harris & Associates, Inc. He has over 1003
hours and holds SEL and Instrument ratings.
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Chris Finnoff
Boulder, CO
Chris & Pat Finnoff have formed Finnoff
Aviation. Their company is involved in selling
used Pilatus PC-12’s.
Timothy White
N4360V
San Francisco, CA
Timothy has a Malibu. He has over 2600 hours
and holds a Private license with SEL, MEL,
Instrument and Glider ratings.
Bradford Smith
Sullivans Island, SC
Bradford holds Commercial Rotocraft;
Helicopter. Private privledges; Multi IFR
Airplane SEL and Glider: Aero Tow ratings.
He has over 6000 hours.
Marc Van Aerde
N47PM
Zoersel, Belgium
Marc has a Jetprop. He has over 1560 hours
and holds PPL/IR ratings.
Chip Warshaw
N428CW
Alexandria, LA
Chip is a Physician. He has a new Meridian and
has over 850 hours. He holds an Instrument
rating and is multi-engine rated as well.
Chip Chenoweth
Lubbock, TX
Chip holds a Commercial License and has Multi
and Instrument ratings. He has over 1800
hours.
Kevin Fox
N4175K
Pinecrest, FL
Kevin has a Commercial license and is rated in
single engine helicopters. He also hold a Glider
rating. He has over 4000 hours.
Dean McCartney
N13PC
Reading, PA
Dean is a Developer. He has over 750 hours
and holds a Private license with an Instrument
rating.

Owen Coulman
Carlsbad, CA
Owen is a Major in the USMC. He has over 1500
hours and holds Instrument, SEL, Inst Rotocraft
ratings and is rated in the T-34C, TH-57B/C, AH1W and Beech P-35.
Jay Asdell
N253MA
South Bend, IN
Jay is an Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon. He
has over 1600 hours and holds a Private license
with SEL and Instrument ratings. He has a new
Mirage.
Will Snead
N582SE
Dalhart, TX
Will is a Rancher. He has a new Meridian. He
has over 3500 hours and holds an instrument
rating.
Edward Dulik
N726ED
Geneva, IL
Edward is a Healthcare Executive. He has over
1500 hours and holds a Commercial license
with SEL MEL and Instrument ratings.
J. S. Heck
N3103A
Bozeman, MT
Mr. Heck has a new Meridian. He has over 2300
hours and holds a Private license with SEL MEL
and Instrument ratings.
William Jones
Knoxville, TN
Bill is President of Bill Jones Music. He is
thinking of moving up to a Malibu. He has over
750 hours and holds a Private license with an
Instrument and Seaplane ratings.
George Qua
Oakville, Ontario
Canada
George has over 10,600 hours. He holds an ATP
rating.

William Bailey
N175WB
Chattanooga, TN
William has a Meridian. He has over 750 hours
and holds a Private license with SEL and MEL
and Instrument ratings.
Kent A. Humber
N465TP
Rancho Santa Fe, CA
Kent has a Meridian. He is a Veterinarian. He
holds a Commercial license with Intrument,
MEL and CF-500 ratings.
Ronald Kaplan
N197MA
Commack, NY
Ronald has a Mirage. He has over 1200 hours
and holds Multi and Instrument ratings.
Douglas Turner
DeLand, FL
Douglas is in Sales with MT-Propeller. He can
be reached at 386/295-2300.
Gary Shahid
Mount Pleasant, SC
Gary has over 5000 hours and holds SEL and
instrument ratings.
Richard Blaudow
N84SH
Peoria, IL
Richard is CEO of Advanced Technology
Services Inc. He has a new Meridian and
has over 4000 hours. He holds SEL MEL and
Instrument ratings. He has a Commercial
license.
Timothy Coomer
Brentwood, TN
Timothy’s occupation is Software. His company
is Speciﬁc Software Solutions.
He has over 350 hours and holds an instrument
rating.
Gary F. Wesson
N5329F
Corpus Christi, TX

Greg Goebel
N30898
Petaluma, CA
Greg is a General Contractor. His company is
Goebel Paving. He has a new Meridian, and he
holds a Commercial license with SEL, MEL and
Instrument ratings. He has over 2200 hours.
Patrick Crain
N20DP
San Diego, CA
Patrick has a Malibu. He holds a Commercial
License and is a CFI. He also has an Instrument
rating and has over 1200 hours.
Thierry Pouille
Jupiter FL
Thierry’s company is Air Journey. He has over
1850 hours and holds a Commercial license
with Multi and Instrument ratings.
Robert Duprey
N364ST
West Grove, PA
Robert has a new Mirage. He is a retired State
Police Ofﬁcer. He has over 350 hours and holds
a Private license with SEL, MEL and Instrument
ratings.
David Brown
Pearland, TX
David holds a Commercial licesne with an
instrument rating, and has over 1200 hours.
He is a Physician.
David Shelby
N92358
Birmingham, AL
Welcome back David. David has over 3000
hours and holds a Private license with an
instrument rating.
Wes Taylor
N125WZ
Elverson, PA
Wes has a Meridian. He holds ASEL/Instr, MSEL/
Instr ratings and has over 1150 hours.

Gary is an Orthodontist/consultant. He has
over 1210 hours and has a Mirage. He has
Multi and instrument ratings.
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by Jeff Schweitzer

Leading Force
With a new record of 713 members in good standing, MMOPA is now stronger than ever,
and still growing strong. In 1998 the organization consisted of 350 members. By 2003 the
number grew to 457. Membership numbers then started to accelerate, building rapidly to
the levels we see today, and that growth shows no signs of abatement. The MMOPA Safety
and Training Foundation has seen even more remarkable expansion, training a total of 116
pilots last year. Registrations for this year are already well ahead of last, and conceivably
that number could soon double. With this increase in membership comes strength and
inﬂuence in the aviation community. Through MMOPA, the PA 46 is represented by the best
and strongest type-speciﬁc organization in aviation. As an organization devoted to the PA
46, MMOPA is the clear industry leader in representing owners and pilots ﬂying any singleengine high performance pressurized airplane. That is one reason why even after moving
on to other planes, many pilots retain their MMOPA membership and return each year to the
convention. Our achievements to date as a group devoted to the PA 46 are admirable.
A Better Convention
Even with this impressive record of growth, however, we can do better. The Board has sought
input on how to make the annual conventions more effective and more alluring to members,
and we have received a great deal of constructive feedback. As a result, the Board has made
a number of changes that you will see this year, and even more will be implemented for the
convention at the Broadmoor in Colorado Springs in 2006. The airport displays are going to
be more exciting. Much more exciting. This year I am told that, among others, Eclipse and
Adam will be ﬂying in and displaying their new airplanes. The Meridian will be on display
with its amazing new panel, described so well by Chuck Suma in this issue. The academic
programs are going to be more interesting, relevant and entertaining. Keynote speakers will
be captivating, motivating and inspiring, and will have a real message for the group. We will
have informative sessions on GPS and avionics. You will learn everything you want to know
about WAAS and the new alphabet soup of approaches such as GLS, VNAV, LNAV, LPV
and others. Perhaps most importantly, the breakout sessions for the different models will
be more focused and structured. These meetings are where real operational issues can be
discussed, where real-life problems can be debated among experienced users, where old
salts can transfer their knowledge to newbies, and where pilots can exchange views and air
dirty laundry with no fears or repercussions. Information exchange here might be one of the
most valuable beneﬁts of the convention.
Heterogeneity
Unlike other pilot associations, MMOPA is comprised of a highly diverse group, due to its size
of course, but also as a consequence of the large range in value of the airplanes owned within
the group. Diversity gives us strength, but also presents challenges. MMOPA members are
ﬂying airplanes worth anywhere from $250,000 to $2,000,000. The reality is that somebody
ﬂying a $1.8 million Meridian will often have different interests and a different mission proﬁle
than a pilot ﬂying an early model piston. I think, though, that this particular gap is relatively
easy to bridge, because common interests abound. To me, the real challenge lies in the vastly
different levels of experience among our members. Some members are new to the plane
and know virtually nothing about the PA-46, while others can tell you a detailed history about
every bolt, cable, button and wire. Here is the problem. Let’s say you are asked to teach a
college-level math course. Your students range in experience from those who have not yet
taken high school algebra to those who teach advanced calculus at a university. How are
you going to structure the class to reach all your students? If you target students with little
math background, you are going to bore the professors. If you cater to the professors, you
will lose the others. If you try to take a middle ground, you risk alienating everybody. That
dilemma is analogous to what we face in organizing the annual meeting. We dearly want to
reach new members, and those who perhaps know less than they should about the airplane
they ﬂy. But we also strive to challenge and inform even the most experienced PA-46 pilots.
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Are we always successful? Absolutely not,
but we continue to try, and we have made
good progress. We are making a concerted
effort this year to recognize this dilemma
and organize the convention in a way that is
truly beneﬁcial to all members, with the full
understanding that the goal is not always
possible to attain.
I would ﬁnally like to point out one more
convention dilemma. Education is always
more enduring if also entertaining and fun.
While the two are not always easy to integrate,
the Board works diligently to provide plenty
of entertainment for all, from pre-convention
events, spouse tours, live music and lively
auctions to provocative speakers and wellpresented academic programs that are
easy to digest, without sacriﬁcing quality or
message.
Bottom Line
We are listening to you, the members of

MMOPA, and are working to ensure that
the annual meetings meet and exceed
your expectations. MMOPA’s relationship
with Piper has never been better, and the
two are working together like never before
to ensure that members are well served.
Piper’s presence at, and support of, our
annual convention is vital to our mission.
We have moved ever further away from that
old adversarial relationship to one of mutual
respect. Our interest do not coincide perfectly,
of course, but the dialogue to resolve
differences is part of what strengthens the two
groups. This year Piper will be represented
in full force if they do not have to endure two
more back-to-back natural disasters. The
convention is the perfect opportunity to talk
to dealers about your needs. There is no
better time than the annual convention to
brush up on safety issues, learn more about
your airplane and have lively debates about
how best to operate your aircraft. I have said
this before, but I believe the message is worth

repeating: if you own a PA-46, you should be
at the convention.
You will soon be receiving a new full-color
registration package if you do not already
have one in hand. In the meantime, let’s
brieﬂy explore the region and resort that will
be hosting us in September. Grab a cub of
Joe, or something stronger perhaps, sit back,
relax and enjoy the tour.

Quinnehtukqut
What looks suspiciously like the result of a
proof reader gone bad, Quinnehtukqut is
actually the original Mohegan Indian name
for what is now Connecticut. Webster had
not yet been born, so the exact translation
remains a bit elusive, but generally means
something like, “Long River Place” or
“Beside the Long Tidal River”. This hints at
the importance of river and sea in the history
and economy of the region centered around
Mystic, Connecticut, near Groton and New
London.
Mystic is quintessential New England, almost
to the point of being a cliché. Except this is
the real thing. Any mental picture you ever
conjured up about New England will be found
here, from quaint sea ports with the requisite
tall ships, clam chowder and lobster, to old
colonial towns with village greens and narrow
streets crowded with shops and restaurants.
New England does not get any more “New
Englandy” than this.

Mohegan Sun
Situated on 240 acres along the Thames River,
the resort complex on the reservation is truly
a site to behold. Mohegan Sun is the second
largest casino in the world, and certainly one
of the most astonishing with its dramatic
glass and crystal towers. The brief history of
the Pequot and Mohegan on the following
page might put some of the ubiquitous
symbolism found in the resort in context
as you cruise the 5.6 million square feet of
indoor entertainment. Brochures explain the
meaning behind the elaborate designs of the
resort, but this is truly something that needs
to be seen to be appreciated. Just the actual
casinos occupy more than 300,000 square
feet. But that is only a portion of the immense
structure. Inside is the Mohegan Sun Arena,
which seats 10,000 people. Other venues
include the 300-seat Cabaret Theatre and
the Wolf Den, where all concerts, even those
with major headliners, are free.
Accommodations
The hotel offers 1,200 luxurious and spacious
cont. page 44
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One Minute History
Quinnehtukqut is not the only strange word you will encounter in
your drive from the airport to the convention center. Indian names
abound. That is because prior to settlement by the Europeans
in the 1600s, the Mohegan and Pequot Indians had occupied
southeastern Connecticut continuously for over 10,000 years.
That history is hard to ignore, and their cultural inﬂuence remains
strong in the region.
Yeah, I hated history in high school, too, but then again I was
not paying much attention, either. So just pull it together and
grind through the next two paragraphs. You’ll thank me, mostly
because you’ll will have something interesting to say at the next
cocktail party other than “so about those Lakers.” To put things in
perspective, the United States has been in existence for less than
300 years. But even as far back as 3000 years ago, the natives
in Connecticut were cultivating corn, and living communally in
unfortiﬁed villages near the coast. The population stood at about
8,000 by the time the 1600s rolled around, which would prove to
be years of dramatic change. The tribes divided after simmering
internal conﬂicts grew intolerable, and in 1633, a tribal leader by
the name of Uncas and his followers separated from the main
body to become the Mohegan. Consider it a prelude to the Civil
War. During the harsh winter of 1634-35, after contact with the

Europeans became more extensive, a smallpox epidemic reduced
both groups by about 30 percent, killing at least 4000 natives.
The indigenous people had no immunity to the disease to which
they had never been previously exposed. Also imported were
measles and bubonic plague, which took an equally grim toll.
You’re almost there. Just hang on. Bear with me two more
paragraphs.
The population was further reduced in 1636 in the ﬁrst major
conﬂict between the Europeans and the indigenous people, in
what is now called the Pequot War. When the war ended in 1638,
the two decimated groups were either forced into slavery or
forcibly reunited. About 1,500 Pequot and western Niantic Indians
were placed under the control of Uncas and the Mohegan. The last
ﬂuent Mohegan speaker died in 1908.
After a long, and largely difﬁcult history lasting almost 300 years
following the Pequot War, the Pequot and Mohegan tribes were
awarded back some portion of their lands through congressional
legislation that was signed into law in 1983 under President
Reagan. This is the land we will be visiting during our convention:
the meeting is being held on the Mohegan reservation.
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For the most current
information on our aircraft
inventory please call 303-7999999. We typically have several
quality used and new Piper
aircraft.

The PC-12 was ranked #1 in the
2000 AIN Customer Product
Service & Support Survey in the
Business
Turbo Prop Category

and

The PC-12 was ranked #1 in the
Professional Pilot 2002 Corporate
Customer Aircraft Product
Support Survey
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guest rooms, with sweeping views of the
New England countryside or Thames River.
Each room is equipped with a state-of-theart entertainment center, as well as the latest
telecommunications technology, including
three two-line phones with data ports, voice
mail, web and email access and ultra-fast
T-1 internet connections. Not that I expect
anybody to work during the convention, but
each room also features a full-size working
desk. Speaking of labor... Maybe this would
be a good time to ask you to volunteer to act
as a “reporter” for a session at the convention.
If you have any interest in helping us cover
the convention for the next issue, contact Jim
Yankaskas.
Gambling
Mohegan Sun attracts more than 30,000
visitors per day. They are faced with more than
6200 slot machines and 270 gaming tables
that include blackjack, craps, roulette, stud
poker, Keno and Baccarat. Mohegan Sun is
also home to a distinct gaming feature known
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as the Race Book that offers live racing from
New York (Belmont, Aqueduct and Saratoga).
Gamblers among us might be interested to
learn that Mohegan Sun once paid out a slot
jackpot for $6,355,858. That would buy a nice
airplane.
Shops and Restaurants
The shopping mall offers more than ﬁfty premier
retail shops. If gambling and shopping make
you hungry, you can choose from more than
two dozen restaurants, ranging from simple
fare in a food court to a number of gourmet
restaurants.
The Spa
When exhausted from all the fun, you can
rejuvenate at the 20,000 square-foot Elemis
Spa and Salon, featuring massage, body
wraps, facials and other self-indulgent
treatments. Or take advantage of the 10,000
square-foot solarium, with indoor/outdoor
swimming pool, sun terrace and 24-hour
restaurant.

Night Life
Still not tired after a heavy day of shopping,
swimming, eating and gambling? Mohegan
After Dark is waiting. This is pub-crawling
made easy. For the Irish among us, the
Dubliner will whisk you into the heartland of
Ireland. For those seeking something more
cosmopolitan, Lucky’s Lounge would make
any New Yorker feel at home. Or if you feel
particularly chic, then Ultra 88 might be your
spot. For a quiet drink, enjoy a cocktail under
the stars at Lefﬁngwells, known for its more
than 50 specialty martinis.
Special Features
Unique to Mohegan Sun is Taughannick Falls,
a 55-foot indoor waterfall, which dominates
the lobby as you enter. Then, standing
in the center of the Casino of the Sky is
Wombi Rock, an amazing three-story crystal
mountain crafted from more than 12,000
individual plates of hand-selected onyx from
quarries around the world. After selection, the
slabs were transported to Carrera, Italy, where
they were fused to glass. Finally, high above
the Casino of the Sky, and measuring 150 feet
across, is Mohegan Sun’s planetarium dome,
the world’s largest. The dome incorporates
ﬁber-optic technology to project displays of
constellations, sun cycles and stirring clouds.
Typically, visitors are given the view of the
nighttime sky as it would appear on a late
summer night.
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The Region
Well, I lied. We still have a bit of history to
discover. I promise this will not hurt. Really.
The region is so important to the birth of our
nation that we simply have to mention a few
of the more interesting tidbits. You might
guess that with names like the Thames River
and New London, the acorn did not fall from
the tree. Things did get lost in translation
across the Atlantic though. Brits pronounce
Thames with a soft “th” as in “the” while the
locals pronounce the river like “Tames” just
to prove their independence. For this reason,
the area is a bit schizophrenic in that you are
never sure from town and street names if you
are in New England, back in the Old Country
or slogging along in a Calistoga in the wild
west. But in spite of this linguistic confusion,
the roots of the region are clear.
The ﬁrst Europeans to settle permanently in
Connecticut were English Puritans, who came
here from Massachusetts in 1633. These
settlers were escaping religious persecution
from people who had themselves escaped
such persecution by fleeing across the
Atlantic to the New World, thus extending the
chain of intolerance one more link. In 1646,
just 10 years after the Pequot War (you do
remember that war from history 101 above),
Governor John Winthrop, Jr. arrived in the
Groton area and founded Pequot Plantation
at the Thames River, the very river you will
see from your window at Mohegan Sun. His
selection was inspired, because the growth
on the east side of the river increased so
much that by 1705 the Royal Court allowed
the area to separate from New London and
incorporate as a separate town. The new
community derived the name of Groton from
the Governor’s estate in England. Such close
ties to England would be tested, of course,
about 70 years later. You know, Paul Revere
and all that.
cont. page 52
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Unlike Las Vegas, that other place with casinos,
Groton is 300 years old. Like Groton, the entire
area is steeped deeply in our country’s history.
Connecticut of course was right smack in
the middle of the Revolutionary War (1775
– 1783), and was one of the original 13 states.
Perhaps the most famous local battle of the
revolution took place on September 6, 1781:
in the Battle of Groton Heights, British forces
aided by Benedict Arnold set fire to New
London and Groton Bank. These towns felt
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ﬁrsthand the consequences of Benedict’s
dirty deeds, but fortunately this betrayal did
not change the ultimate outcome of the war.

Local Attractions
The region’s long history is, not surprisingly,
the source of many local attractions, the most
prominent being those related to the area’s
extensive ties to the sea.

Mystic Seaport
Between 1784 and 1919, the peak years of
the American maritime enterprise, more than
600 ships were built along the Mystic River.
That history is preserved today in one of
the largest maritime collections in the world
at Mystic Seaport, which features over 1
million photos, 500 boats, and over 2 million
unique maritime artifacts. One entire building
is devoted to the display of an extensive
collection of elaborately carved, and often

provocative, ﬁgureheads that once graced the bows of old ships. All
of this is presented on more than 17 acres of public exhibition space,
including a functioning seaport village that preserves the look and feel
from the early 1700s.
Mystic Aquarium
Home to Dr. Robert Ballard of Titanic fame, the aquarium attracts nearly
1 million people each year. The facility opened in 1973 as a private
nonproﬁt marine science center. But in 1999, the aquarium joined
forces with Dr. Ballard’s Institute of Exploration to expand and upgrade
the facility with a $52 million expansion to include a one-acre outdoor
beluga whale display, a unique exhibit center dedicated to deep-sea
exploration and archaeology, and an elaborate enclosure featuring
the Alaskan Coast. The aquarium also boasts a 30,000 gallon coral
reef exhibit, with above and below water viewing, up close encounters
with sharks and rays, and habitats for Stellar sea lions and northern fur
seals. The Beluga Contact Program is probably the aquarium’s most
unique feature. Selected members of the public can put on water-proof
gear and actually get chest deep in a 800,000 gallon tank with a 2000
pound whale and touch the whale’s back and belly.
Survival Systems Aircraft
Ditching Course
Speaking of getting wet, Survival Systems wants to dunk you
completely under water. This is something you might want to consider
scheduling before or after the convention. Survival Systems USA was
founded in 1982 in response to a need for basic sea survival training
for personnel working in the offshore oil industry. But more relevant
to MMOPA, they now offer an Aircraft Ditching Course. The class
provides pilots, crewmembers and passengers with the knowledge
and skills necessary to survive an open-water ditching, including
underwater egress and open water rescue. Participants experience a
variety of realistic scenarios, including a smoke-ﬁlled cabin, underwater
disorientation and egress, life raft operations and open water survival.
You get wet, but you will not forget the experience.
Nautilus Submarine Force Museum
Outside the museum entrance are two iron concentric rings. The
smaller inner ring represents the diameter of the Ohio class submarines.
The larger ring represents the diameter of the monster of them all,
the nuclear-powered Seawolf-class submarines. The sheer size of
the Seawolf will impress even the most jaded observer. The museum
traces in entertaining detail the military use of submarines and their
predecessors stretching from the Revolutionary War to modern times.
You can look through one of three operating periscopes and board
the Nautilus to experience ﬁrst-hand where the crew worked, ate, slept
and entertained themselves in these tubes of steel that have been so
critical to our national defense.
Essex Steam Train and Riverboat
At the 1892 Essex Station, you will board vintage rail cars pulled by an
authentic steam locomotive. If you are a train enthusiast, this is where
you want to be. The train takes you on a journey through the scenic
Connecticut countryside to Deep River Landing. There you will be
escorted onto the Becky Thatcher riverboat. When boarding the boat,
you will have completed the only steam train-to-riverboat connection
in the country. Aboard the boat you will cruise for 1 ¼ hours along
the Connecticut River, and take in truly breathtaking scenery, as well
as some historic landmarks such as Gillette’s Castle and Goodspeed
Opera House.
The Northeast and Canada
If you are ﬂying all the way from the west coast, you might want to
take maximum advantage of Groton’s proximity to the wonders of the
northeast. You can ﬂy to Block Island, head to New York, or even ﬂy up
to Canada, a stone’s throw away. You can take bike tours along bucolic
countryside trails, search out the best viewing of fall colors, or take
one of the many river cruises available in the region. If you have any
questions about how to maximize your stay, call Harry Holt, co-owner
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and founder of Columbia Air Services, at the Groton-New London
airport. He said he would be happy to give you suggestions of
where to stay and how to get there.
Pequot Museum
Not all of the attractions are water related. Perhaps the most
prominent of those not oriented toward the sea is the Mashantucket
Pequot Museum and Research Center. This is a must-see, and will
likely be included somewhere on the ofﬁcial convention agenda.
Our off-site dinner may be hosted at this museum, which would
be a perfect venue for a unique meal in a spectacular setting.
Some sections of the museum would remain open exclusively
to our group during the event. The 308,000 square-foot facility
opened in 1998 on the Pequot Reservation, and quickly became
one of the world’s preeminent museums on Native Americans.
The museum features multi-sensory displays divided into four
areas: Life in a Cold Climate, the Pequot Village, the Pequot War
and ﬁnally Life on the Reservation. The museum starts its history
timeline all the way back to 18,000 years ago, exploring how the
region’s indigenous people survived during the last ice age, and
ends in modern times on the existing reservation. One of the more
dramatic displays is an interactive full-size village set in a coastal
and woodland environment with eerily realistic human ﬁgures and
a state-of-the-art sound system that give the experience an added
touch of realism.

Convention Airport
If this article is having its desired effect, you will already be enticed
by the resort, the region and the attractions. If so, we should have
a record number of planes land at the Groton-New London Airport,
which is about 15 minutes or so from Mohegan Sun. Columbia
Air Services is hosting us at the airport, and they have pulled out
all the stops. Harry Holt was kind enough to give me a full tour of
the facilities and provide me with some of the airport’s rich history.
Given the proximity of important military installations, the history
includes a fair amount of army and navy activity.
Originally called Trumbull Airport (after Governor Jonathan
Trumbull), the ﬁeld was established as the ﬁrst State of Connecticut
airport in 1929. The Army Air Corps used the ﬁeld as early as
August 1941 for P-40 interceptors, although the runways were still
grass. In 1942, the Army constructed a base and hard-surfaced
runways. Through all of 1943, a total of 10 squadrons of P-47 ﬁghter
groups trained at the ﬁeld. In 1944 the Navy took over the airport.
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By March 1944, station personnel consisted
of 87 officers and 678 enlisted men with
barracks for 114 ofﬁcers and 1,091 men.
The peak number of aircraft reached 114
in March of 1945. By then Groton had three
concrete runways, two 4,000 feet long and
one 5,000 ft. In July 1946, the Navy returned
the airport to the State of Connecticut. In
1980, the name of the airport changed to
Groton-New London Airport, the hyphenation
coming from the fact that the airport serves
both cities equally, as well as Mystic.
Today, the airport is only one of two stateowned airports with commercial air carrier
service. While certainly not O’Hare, the airport
sees more than 80,000 aircraft operations
per year. The airport has recently undergone
$2,000,000 in renovations. The passenger
terminal has been updated with new counter
and seating areas and improved lighting.
The facilities at Columbia Air Services are ﬁrst
class, with conference rooms, comfortable
seating, the obligatory coffee, and courteous
and attentive staff. We will be in good
hands.
If you are ﬂying a PA-46, you do not want to
miss this convention. I hope to see you in
Groton in September. Remember to mark
your calendars for September 14-18.
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FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-In
America’s Premier #1 Fly-In and Country
Club Gated Community with it’s own Airport.
4,000' paved lighted, east/west runway, paved
taxiways, fuel. Featuring hangar homes, golf
course homes, nature homes, and condominiums. 15 minutes from Daytona Beach
International Airport and the Atlantic
Ocean. Contact Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty
for information on all properties and prices,
new or resale. Website: www.ﬂy-in.com
Lenny Ohlsson, Broker
email: sales@ﬂy-in.com
800-932-4437 or Evening 386-761-8804

GPS MANUAL

1995 Socata TBM700A

Pilot Friendly GPS MANUALS from ZD
Publishing, Inc. These task-oriented manuals
lead you step-by-step through all the
operations. Includes descriptions of all pages.
Valuable take-along aids for the cockpit. Our
library includes: Garmin’s GPSmap 296, 196,
and 295, GNS 430 and 530, Bendix’King’s KLN
89B/KLN 94, 90B, and 900. IFR models $39.95.
Hand helds $34.95. Add $6.00 for S&H. Other
than U.S. add $6 more. ZD Publishing, Inc., PO
Box 3487, Wichita, KS 67201, 888-310-3134.
www.zdpublishing.com

S/N 107 w/2020 hrs. TTSN. Equipped with
2-tube EFIS, KMD-850 Multi-function display
with enhanced ground proximity warning
equipment, BFG Skywatch, WX-1000 stormscope, and King KLN-90B GPS. The paint and
interior were completed in 2002 and the
aircraft has no damage history. The annual
inspection was complied with April 2004. “0”
since hot section, SB-14261 complied April
2004. Aircraft is located in Sanford, Florida. Asking price has been reduced from $1,850,000 to
$1,695,000. Visit our website www.caijets.com
to view specs and pictures.

2002 Socata TBM700B
S/N 234 with 298 hrs total time since new.
Like new in and Out! Equipped with the
desired optional pilot access door ($50,000)
and is fully loaded including dual GNS-530’s,
KMD-850 MFD with EPWS, Nexrad Radar, BF
Skywatch TCAD, and radar. Warranty valid
through July 2004. Why spend hundreds of
thousands more on a new aircraft when you
can buy S/N 234 for $2,295,000? Visit our
website at www.caijets.com to view specs
and pictures.
J.P. Hanley, Corporate AirSearch Int’l
954-491-0225 or email jp@caijets.com

J.P. Hanley, Corporate AirSearch Int’l
954-491-0225 or email jp@caijets.com

Special Purchase Composite
3-bladed Mirage Propellers
Hartzell is offering factory overhauled
3-blade composite propellers for a special
price of $13,500 ... an $8,400 savings off of
the $21,900 list price. These used composite
3-bladed Mirage propellers were removed
from aircraft converted by JetProp LLC to their
new DLX This special Top Prop kit includes the
0 TSO propeller, new de-ice kit, used spinner,

AIRCRAFT TRAINING SERVICES, LLC.
MALIBU, MIRAGE & MERIDAN
TRAINING
Insurance Approved

INITIAL & REFRESHER COURSES

(913) 441-7820

Tom Deutsch
Owner/Instructor

Certiﬁed Flight Instructor since 1972 (32 years)
Over 16 years ﬂying and teaching in PA-46 s

Email: deutscht@rhwhotels.com

Address: 24308 West 79th St., Shawnee, KS 66227
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STC paperwork and a 1 year/1000 hour
warranty. Availability is on a ﬁrst come, ﬁrst
served basis. Call 800-942-7767 or email
topprop@hartzellprop.com.

1985 Piper Malibu PA-46-310P
SN# 46-8508032
Now 1600total hours, always kept in a hanger.
Color is white and green (used for factor
poster and advertising in 1985). Last Annual
1/05, pervious tow annuals done by Mead
Aircraft. 220 hours on TSIO- 550-C!B, SN#
814557-R factory remanufactured engine (0

time) installed 2/2002. Hartzell PCH-G3YF-1E
3 blade composite prop installed with engine
(Same prop as now used on new Mirage. S-Tec
Yaw damper installed at the same time. M-5
Modiﬁcation performed 2/2002, see http://
www.malibumods.com/index_ﬁles/Links.
htm for details. 140Gallon long range fuel
tanks. Dual full time vacuum pumps (Wikinson
mod). Electronics International TT-1P dual
TIT. JPI EMD-800 Engine monitor. Garmin GNS
530,Gramin GNS 430,Garmin GTX-330 mode
C transponder. WX-500 3-M Stormscope with
displays on both Garmin’s. Mid Continent MD-

90 electric clock,KRA-10A Radar Altimeter,FM/
CD Radio. Garmin GDL-49 Datelink receiver
with Rami Av-14 antenna (weather). Aerox
emergency 02 bottle replaced chemical o2
generator. RS Engineering PMA6000M-S-C
Audio Panel. 2-Bose Aviation X headsets,
permanent installation. Less than 400K, call
Terry Winston at 805-389-1188 (So Cal).
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Training Update ...
The following facilities offer initial and/or recurrent training for the Malibu•Mirage.
This list does not constitute an endorsement of any of the trainers listed below.
Aircraft Training Services, LLC.

Lester Kyle’s Aircraft Training

RWR Pilot Training

Shawnee, Kansas
(913) 441-7820

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 562-5438

Baltimore, Maryland
1-866-870-8196

Initial & Refresher Courses

Initial & Recurrent Training

Aviation Training Management

Mariani Aviation Services

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 778-7815

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 567-8666 or (772) 713-4368

Initial & Refresher by Appointment

Initial & Refresher Training with
John Mariani at any location

Initial & Recurrent NT Training Any Location
SimCom Training Centers

Vero Beach, Florida
1-800-272-0211
Initial & Refresher by Appointment

Eclipse International, Inc.
Roger Aviation Company

St.Petersburg, Florida
(727) 822-1611
Initial & Refresher with Mary Bryant at
St. Petersburg or Customer’s Location

Eden Prairie, Minnesota
1-888-943-2837
Initial & Recurrent Training

FlightSafety International

Lakeland, Florida
1-800-726-5037
Initial & Recurrent Training

MMS & TF TRAINING SEMINARS
DATE

LOCATION

AIRPORT

FBO

HOST

Aug. 19-21, 2005

Coeur d’Alene, ID

Coeur d’Alene Air
Terminal A/P (COE)

Resort Aviation
Services, Inc.

Jet Prop/Rocket
Engineering

Oct. 7-9, 2005

Olathe (Kansas
City, KS)

Johnson Co. Executive
Airport (OJC)

Kansas City
Aviation Center, Inc.

Kansas City
Aviation Center, Inc.

Events Calendar ...
15th Annual Convention
September 14-18, 2005
Groton, CT

Helpline ...
620-728-8634

